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Foreword
Originally designed to improve the education

of disadvantaged children in the public schools,
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Ear-
cation Act was amended in 1968 to include chil-
dren in state institutions who are handicapped,
orphaned, neglected or delinquent. Project ac-
tivities are conducted in eligible schools oper-
ated by the Ohio Youth Commission, the Ohio
Department of Mental Hygierie aid Correction,
the Ohio Department of Education and Xenia
Soidiers and Sailors Orphans Home.

Title I services are designed to supplement
statesupported educational programs in the var-
ious schools. The maior thrust has been in the
communication skills area. Other areas of em-
phasis include supportive activities such as coun-
seling and psychological services.

Instructional materials, equipment, and facili-
ties are basic to the success of educational efforts;
however, the moving force has been and will
continue to be the people involved.

Martin W. Essex
Superintendent of Public Instruction
State of Ohl.)

MARTIN til. ESSEX

State Suprintendent of
Publ:e Instruction



Tennessee Re-Education
Program
Charles McDonald

The. Tennessee Re-Education Program was
brought into existence ten 'ears ago because of
a national cpsis. it was brought into existence
liecause we discovered ".a. were doing very little
for children who had emotional behavioral prob-
lems, who are labeled variously neurotic, Ny-
chotic, emotionally disturbed, behaviorally dis-
ordered, delinquent, retarded d other fancy
labels. it has been delightful to have been in
this country for nine years now and see the
proliferation of labels that are used in the United
States concerning children and youth.

The federal government granted two million
dollars in matching murals to the states of North
Carolina and Tennessee for a program elcsigm.d
to develop suave constructive alternatives that
were workable. One of the comblions placed
on the too dollar grant was that we must
construct end Programs which could be imple-
mented noll.professional or different proles-
sional groups. Even in 1954 there was an acute
shortage of professional mental health people.
Our job was to &Idol] procedures which could
become the forerunner of a national program of
public mental health and would be a program of
public mental health that did not rely exclusively
upon the supply of the mental health professions
in psy chiatry, psychology, etc. It was absolutely
essential that we would conic up with a program
that could utilize educators, parents, ..nd profes-
sionals from across the wide spectrum of human
helping services. TI at is what we have been
doing for ten years. We have been trying to
come up with seine constructive alternatives.

We began with very naive ideas. The idea
has developed sonic soeNstication of the times.
The technology has developed c.ecordingly. We
fully anticipate that five years from now we will
find the constructs that we are using and the
ideas that we are generating totally inadequate,
These ideas :lave enabled us, at feast, to deal
with the severely disturbed child.
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At this point in time we have a 995 batting
average of returning these children to their fam-
ilies and public schooling after an average of six
months. After Else, six or seven years, these
children are still in regular classrooms. We have
been doing research with the severely psychotic
child as d the delinquent child. We are testing
the me onableness of Ciis basic notion: human
behavior labeled psychotic, neurotic, delinquent,
deviant or stupid is in fact a phenomenon of
human learning. It is acquired, We have de-
velopee a philosophy that We call the ecological.
It is ir Tragedy that this word has become very

s.Ve have been using it for almost eight
years 0 nv end what it means to us is simply this
a hum in organism cannot exist without sup
pitfall . or active environment. What's true of
the orj:,.nisin is possibly true of all its behavior.
To its le....havior consists of all the physical activ-
ity of ihe human body, the language, the emo-
tions, end the thoughts of the human being.
E. cry ray of thinking, talking, feeling and acting.
Our coritentiou is that they are leenned and list
they me learned ecologically.

Language is the most obvious activity to
start wall. I have never yet encountered a baby
who w is born talk;vg. If I talc( a Negro child,
a Mexican child, an Australian child and give
them et birth to a woman in Germany who
speaks German they will speak German. They
spill speak the Cernlall dialect that is hers. They
will not speak like yoa and I, they will not speak
like their natural parents, because language is
totally learned. It is totally ecological. it is
determined by the nature of the supporting
interactions significant of the people in that
environment.

There is no way you can resist or alienate or
uproot yourself from your culture or your ecol-
ogy. It continues to have an effect. One of the
big problems is that people have sonic crazy
notion about determinism and turning people
into robots. That is the greatest bunch of junk
I have ever heard in my life. Al! I am talking
about is influence, not control. 1 am talking
about reciprocal influence. I am not talking
about determinism. An ecologist does not say
that cue person's behavior is determined by



At this point in we lye a 99'7, batting
average of returning these children to their fam-
ilies and public schooling after an average of six
months. After five, six or seven years, these
children are still in regular classrooms. We have
been doing research with the severely psychotic
child and the delinquent child. \\e are testing
the reasonableness of this basic notion: human
betas for labeled psychotic, neurotic, delinquent,
deviant or stupid is in fact a phenomenon of
human learning. It is acquired. We have de-
veloped a philosophy that we cad the ecological.
It is a tragedy that this word has become very
popular. \N'e have been using it for almost eight
years now and what it means to us is simply this
a human organism cannot exist without sup-
putative or active environment. What's true of
the organism is possibly true all its behavior.
To us behavior consists of all the physical activ-
ity of the human body, the language, the emo-
tions, and the thoughts of the human being.
Every ray of thinking, talking, feeling and acting.
Our contention is that they are learned and ,hat
they are learned ecologically.

Language is the most obvious activity to
start with. I have never yet encountered a baby
who was born talking. If I take a Negro child,
a :Mexican child, an Australian child and give
them at birth to a woman in Germany who
speaks German they will speak German. They
gill speak the German dialect that is hers. Thcy
will not speak like you and I, they will not speak
like their natural parents, because language is
totally learned. It is totally ecological. It is
detuimiued by the nature of the supporting
interactions significant of the people in that
environment.

'there is no way yon can resist or alienate or
uproot yourself from your culture or your ecol-
ogy. It continues to have an effect. One of the
big problems is that people have some crazy
notion aboat determinism and turning people
into robots. That is the greatest bunch of junk
I have ever heard in my life. All I am talking
about is influence, not control. 1 am talking
about reciprocal influence. I am not talking
::bout determinism. An ecologlst does not say
that one person's behavior is determined by

another. What an ecologist says is that human
beings have ;A continuing reciprocal influence on
others. The you think, the way you feel, the
way you talk, the sway you behave are a phe-
nomena of reciprocal influence. Your thoughts,
you' feelings, your language, and your behavior
did not develop in a vacuum and are not being
maintained in a vacuum. They are constantly
under the reciprocal influence of other significant
people. This is true whether you are eight years
of age or SO years of age. You cannot uproot
yourself from your culture.

Sonic people say they can understand ph-;
cal activity is behavior and why language is
caned behavior because they can see it and
observe it and measure it. But they ask, "How
can oar call emotions behavior?" 'How can you
call thoughts behavior(' Very simply. I don't
know what you are thinking or feeling. \Vhen
sou are dealing with another person, you don't
have anything going for you or against you
except your behavior. They don't have any way
of knowing what you are thinking, they don't
have any way of knowing what you are feeling.
You don't have any way of knowing what they
are thinking, you don't have any way of knowing
what they are feeling. In the final analysis, the
outcome is determined in not how you feel but
how you act.

I can wine into a room so mad and so angry.
If I behave in one way, the person and I are
going to go out of that room arm in arm being
deeply in love with one another and there is
going to be a fantastic bond and my anger and
my hostility is going to be one of the most
valuable bridges between me and him that ever
existed. On the other hand I can come in just
as angry and I can behave a different way and
the person and 1 will go out diffcrcnt doors and
we will never speak together again. The thing
that will make the difference is not that I am
angry. The thing that will make the difference
will be how I will handle my anger behavior.
The human dialogue and the human rapport
between people is always a behavioral phe-
nomenon, it is never just a purely emotional
phenomenon or an intellectual phenomenon.

It is the behavior, not emotions, that gets



people into trouble. Its not how they feel, it's
not how they think. What gets them into trouble
with other people is how they behave. o,e
ever ends up in a mental hospital other than as
the result of his behavior, nobody ever ends
up in juvenile cola other than as a result of his
behavior. the way the individual hehavcs is
lerned. it is learned as a result of the support-
ing interaction of other people and it exists and
is maintained and supplied only in so far as it
continues to Lc supported. I have never y'et
seen a piece of human behavior that existed in
a vacuum. Anytime you ?necninter a human being
who is behaving, you can, if you will take the
time, locate and identify what is it that is keeping
that behavior all se. The responses and the inter-
action of a mother and father arc one of the
greatest influential factors on how ;1 child learns
to think c, feel, or hop' and act. The neighbor-
hood kids, you know, don't teach the kids the
same way of thinking, feeling, talking, and acting
as the mother and father.

The Schools and Mental Health
I will give evidence to you now that the

conditions which we call mental illness, emo-
tional disturbance and uelincpicncy base a major
portion of their calla' within the public schools.
I want to clearly identify myself as a public
school tnan. 1 am proud of the public school, I
believe in the American public school system.
I believe that it is our only salvation, but 1 also
believe we must have a public health program
for children who need it. I believe we have the
resources and capacity to do it today and I
believe we will do it. The only reason I point
to the school rather than to the family or other
social institutions is that the school has been the
only social institution in this point of history that
has been so concerned about its own perform-
ance that it has permitted itself to be investi-
gated, investigated and investigated. NVe have
more research evidence of vhat is now function-
ing in the schools than we do anywhere else in
the world.

Everything that I say about the schools ap-
plies to the family. It applies everywhere Ihot
one human being can transact with another.
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But please do not identify me as being an anti-
school man. I am not. I ant totally one-hundred
per cent behind the schools. I think they have
done a magnificent ;ob. But, neither i nor they
will be content until we are doing a job as close
to one hundred per cent as we can do it. Ant,
that is what we are talking about. We are talking
about what is malfunctioning now that we can
correct and need to correct in order to put a,
stop to drop outs and flunk outs. What is it in
the public school system that supports the learn-
ing of ways of thinking, talking, feeling and ;tut-
ing that become labeled as incompttence? You
know that's an interesting thing. In the last ten
years we have become particularly conscious ()I
the fact that when people rut labels on other
people like stupidity, badness, incompetence,
they are only making one of two judgatents. They
ar: either inaking a judgment of competence or
of incompetence. Nobody has ever been referred
to coort, nobody has ewer been referred to a
mental health clinic., unless St Mill boly else is

looking at their behavior and saying that it is

inappropriate or incompetent. Ano these arc
the only two judgments that people r sake.

We are increasingly concerned about the
fantastically increased incidents of inappropriate
and incompetent behavio: which are being
learned ar d maintained in the public school.
Where is our systch malfunctioning? The re-
search clearly indicates at least three causes of
events Out are operating in the public school that
determine whether or not the child acquires
behavior that is appropriate and ecinpetent or
inappropriate and incompetent. There are prob-
ably thousands of variables but there are at least
three major problems. The first has to do ,vitli
the simple phenomenon of the teachers' ex-
Iwo a tit oils.

We asked some tel to name the two
brightest students in their class and the two
dumbest students. Then we observed diem in a
random fashion for months. We counted how
often the teachers pay attention to the child and
what the child is doing. What we found ',was that
the tea( her pays attention to the bright child
approximately ten tunes more frequently than
the dumb one. That seems to be a lousy educa-
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But pl.ritse do not identify inc us being an anti-
school Irian. I on not. I am totally one-hundred
per cent behind the schools. I think they have
done a magnificent job. But, neither I nor they
sx ill lw emitcnt until we :ire doiog a job as close
to one hundred pee cent as we can do it And,
that is what we are t liking about. *We arc talking
about what is malfunctioning now that see cat
correct and need to correct in order to put a
stop to drop outs and flunk outs. What is it in
tic pub".ic school system that supports the learn-
ing of ways of thinking, talking, feeling and act-
ing that becon-ie labeled us incompetence? You
know that's an interesting thing. In the last ten
years we have become particularly conscious of
the fact that when people put labels on other
people like stupidity, badness, incompetence,
they are only making one of two jial gin !s. They
are either making a judgment of computenc it
of incompetence, Nobody has ever been rcferred
to court, nobody has us-ur been referred to a
mental health clinic, unless somebody else is
looking at their behavior mid saying that it is
inappropriate or incompetent. And Owe: are
the only two judgments that people make.

We are increasingly concerned about the
fa atasticall increased incidents of inappropriate
and incompetent behavior -which are being
learned and maintained in the public school.
Where is our system malfunctioning? The re-
ward' clearly indicates at least three tames of
events that are operating in the public school that
determine whether or not the child acquires
behavior that is appropriate and competent or
inappnipriate and incompetent. There are prob-
alil thousands of variables but there are at least
three major problems. The first has to do with
the simple phenomenon of the teachers' ex-
pectations.

We asked some teachers to name the two
brightest students in their (lass and the two
it....rnbest students. Then we observed them in a
random fashion for months. We counted how
often the teachers pay attention to the child and
what the child is doing. What we found was that
the teacher pays attention to the bright child
approximately ten times mot, frequently than
the dumb one. That seems to be a lousy cduca-

tional procedure. Wouldn't you think that the
teacher would give the greatest attention to the
kid that is having the ino.st trouble? They don't.
The teacher is human. They like to he around
smart peoph., they like to be around succeeding
peiple more than denunies. Because you see it
is a reciprocal thing. Wu also discovered that the
teacher pays attention to the bright kid while
the bright kid is on top. Wben does the teacher
pay attention to the dummy? When the dumb
kid is not behaving in a proper manner.

The American educator believes that success
breeds success. American educators are working
with the retarded and they are going to boil('
an ethicationa' program. They are likely to build
all expuricnte that demands just a little less than
they know the kid is capable of. Then, they
wonder ss by at the end of two or three years
that is all they get. The mentally retarded axe
no different nom anyone else. It is all a matter
of what you expect You never get any more
out of someone than \slut you expect. If you
expect some°. IL' to be stupid, idiotic and psy-
chotic, they will be. If a kid is expected to be a
hell raiser then he will be.

The second situation operating in a public
school is the nature and the structure of the
learning eximience.

You know one of the thilgs that you can
predict and guarantee in the public schools of
America? You can guarantee that the longer a
kid is in the public school the greater probability
than the kid end top cinctionally disturbed
or delimptent. Would you like to explain to me
why it is that of the kids appearing in
juvenile court axe two and three years aca-
demically retarded. Would you like explain
why that 85 to 90';4 of the kids that we deal with
in the mental health facilities ate severely aca-
demically retarded' They aren't mentally re-
tarded and they aren't stupid. Over SY:t of the
children who are initially judged to be mentally
retarded are not judged mentally retarded until
they have been in public schtds two or three
years. The tragedy is that when I get those kids
who have been living in he public school systeln
for three or five years, those kids have never once
been evaluated. They have been labeled. I hold



my own profession responsible for it. The psy-
chologist affliated with the F.Iblic schools gives
the kid sonic tests and sends him back to the
teacher with a note saying, ''This kid doesn't
read. Now I've told you what the problem is, it
is your problem." It is a rarity in this state when
any child vim has a problem has anything done
about it. The kid will he socially promoted.
The kid will be labeled and will be flunked out
in one of our biggest flunk out systems special
education.

Twenty years of documented research evi-
dence indicate that the child who is paced in
special education learns less the same period
of time than the same type. of kid left in the
regain classroom. The only justification of
special education that we can find in research is
that the teachms think they are better adjusted
emotionally. I believe special education can be
and should be a lot more dramatic. I think
special education should be tie research division
of general education. If the flunk out systems
are going to exist, they should be of higher
quality, Instead, it works die other way. The
more into the flunk-out system you get in this
state the lousier education s ill become.

Another flunk out system along this line is
the mental health one, the third major problem.
We don't just legally label mental health prob-
lems, we signify. We are not content with you
being stupid, you are now stupid and crazy.

The tragedy of our labeling system is that it is
not a "measles" label system. I had the measles
three times when I was a kid, but I am not a
mcasle now. Mental health is a "sugar diabetes"
labeling system. Once you are crazy, you are
always crazy. And if you are paranoid schizo-
phrenic do you ever get over paranoid schizo-
phrenic.? No, it is just like diabetes, If somebody
has a brief psychotic episode that lasts for five
minutes or five hours, or five days, he has the
label for the remainder of his hie.

When the parents give up and the school
gives up and they dump the kids on me I have
to sign a contract that I can influence them. And,
parents have to sign a contract that the child
remains there, or, 1 don't play ball wall them
unless they will sip the contract. Because you
see the only thing i can do when the kid fouls
up so badly that everybody gets rid of him is
put him with human beings who will appreciate
him.

People do not learn to be crazy or incom-
petent in a vacuum. Such conditions cannot
snrvive without the continuing support of other
people. It is a systems problem and you can
never solve a systems problem by victimizing the
victim. The only way fcr us to solve a systems
problem is by working with the victim, by
changing the victim. The public schools ..ccd
to change. The pared needs to change. The
juvenile court needs to change.



The Re-educational
Trip T-) Somewhere
Or Nowhere
Lconar,/ G-een

Abort 17 years ago, in a large city on the
eastern seaboard of the United States, a junior
high sr hool student not very distinguishable
from other junior high school students had
been remanded through the courts as a chronic
truant for study by a group of child guidance
experts, with the commitment of specific rec-
ommendations to be made in this case. The
team was comprised of a psychiatric social
worker. a clinical psychologist and a criurt psy-
chiatris t.

The social worker reported on the journey
the young man had taken prior to this point in
his life, His mother had been married three
times. f he first marriage produced two sons aiK1
a great amount of havoc, turmoil and turbulence,
ending in divorce. Following the divorce, the
mother moved from place to place, working in
rather meager positions and placing two
sons ire foster homes.

Thi; woman then remarried, and around the
seventh month of her pregnancy, her husband
died, A son WaS bora from this marriage the
boy under study. It was quite obvious, based on
docummted observations, that from the vt ry
beginrCrig of his life this boy had arrived at an
ill-tiimd, ill-planned junction fur his mother.
She spent very litde .iinc with him, seeking c711-

plo mum, placing him with aunts ar.1 foster
parents. His two older bi,thurs periodically
were placed in homes for fatherless boys. The
picture which emerges of the formative years
of this young man's life is one of constant tip-
heavah moving from slate to state, place to
place, neighborhood to neighborhood, as this
mother tried to survive, economically and

Around the shlh year of this boy's life, the
mother remarried for the third time. This mar-
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riagc, / cr two former marriages, was marked
by much t; rbulence and acrimony, and many ac-
cusations ropelled by her onto her third hus-
band, lio,:ever, it was reported that for the
first tikie i i his young life the boy seemed cow-
fortdble a vi wanted to spend, al I did spend
much tine' with his new father. The fact of the
matter is that this was the first visible male
modeling, ifigure he bad over had. however
much as };-sight be predicted, even though
third hush,md and our boy's first firth(' sent the
two older, boys tt military selrool, the accusa-
tions continued. He was a "philanderer," he was
stingy, he was untrustworthy, etc, The :narriago
ended in livorix and once more the old pattern
was re-es';ahlished as the !wither again sought
gainful equployinent for hei:elf and her Brood,
mov'mg Enin place to place and from state ti
state.

Ersphi,yers commented that although the
woman s-erned responsible and her work was
character !ed by serious industry, she had greet
difficulty in getting along with others. There
was a griiit amount of self-centered egocentri-
ity and ?nability to share cooperatively with
anyor e.

The Emily cventuady moved in a large city
on the ea tern seaboard. During this period the
youngster absinted himself from school
and becal se and was adjudicated a chronic irn-
ant. In preliminary hearing, it was rec..inu
i»end,N1 hat Vie liT receive psycholo_iieal help
and that ire mother receive the benefit of psy-
chiatric c army:ling. The boy was returned to
school. 11.)WeVer, the same pattern reappean:il
and nine i as would be CNIWcted, neither t',
boy i or 'Cis mother sccired the help that had
been rec. inmendd, Along with his crimes of
omission "truancy), several areas of overtly ag-
gressive ; cts Logan to appear. Ills teachers re-
ported tl at 1 r was uncooperative, be threw
things ar Rind the lassrootn and he refused to
salute tilt flag in a period when saluting the flag
was still i r vogue. For the sake of labeling, nsing
today's ti rminology be .vould have been called
a inoleri lely disruptive student.

The isychologist reported, based on lusts
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riage, like her two former marriages, was marked
by much turbulence and acrimony, and many ac-
cusations propelled by her onto her third hus-
han.i. Ihnvever, it was reported that for the
firs( time in his yoarg life the boy seemed com-
fortable and wanted to spend, and did spend,
much time with his new father. The fact of the
matter is that this was the first visible male
modeling figure he had ever had, However,
much as might be predicted, even though this
:hind husband and our boy's first father sent the
two older boys to military school, the accusa-
tions continued. He was a "philanderer,' he was
stingy, he was untrustworthy, etc. The roam riage
ended in divorce and once more the old pattern
was re-established as the mother again sought
gainful employment for herself and her brood,
moving from place to place and from state to
state.

Employers commented that although the
woman seemed responsible and her work was
characterized by serious industry, she had great
difficulty in getting alung with others. There
was a great amount of self-centered egocentric-
ity and inability to share cooperatively with
anyone.

The fancily eventually mc,ved to a large city
on the eastern seaboard. During this period the
youngster absented himself from school illegally,
and became and was adjudicated a chronic tru-
ant, in a preliminary hearing, it was recom-
mended that the boy receive psychological help
and that the mother receive the bent t of psy-
chiatric counseling. The boy was retumed to
school. However, the same pattern reappeared
and much as would be expected, neither the
boy nor his mother secured the help that had
been recommended. Along with his crimes of
omission (truancy), several areas of overtly ag-
gressive acts began to al:pear. His teachers re-
ported that he was uncooperative, he threw
things around the classroom and he refused to
salute the flag in a period when saluting the flag
was still in vogue. For 'he sake of labeling, us:lg
today's tel he would have been coiled
a moderately disruptive student.

The psychciogist reported, based on tests

administered, that this young non had at least
above-average intelligence. This was particularly
obvious in the verbal aspect of the Wechsler.
On the achievement tests In was about one year
below grade expectancy. Projective testing in-
dicated that this was an emotionally impover-
ished young man, a youngster who had been
deprived of proper mothering and of any con-
sistent male modeling. lie was confused, in
terms of identification, in many aspects of his
personality.

The psyehciogist reported that this young
man was highly suspicious; distrustful, and filled
with many deep feelings of inferiority. The diag-
nosis at that time was Personality, Trait Dis-
turbance (character disorder), Schizoid Features
(aloofness, reclusiveness, suspiciousness), with
Passive- Aggressive Tendencies. Most of his ag-
gression was handled in a passive, withdrawing
way his truancy, his unwillingness to accept
resposibility. Most of his hostilities were han-
dled en a covert rather than an overt level. The
psychiatrist reinforced much of what h'd been
said b.?fore, indicating that in his judgment this
was a rather seriously disturbed youngster %ip
needed professional help and needed it right
away. The recommendations tendered to the
court by the child uidance tea:-n were:

(I) That the boy immediately start in psy-
chological counseling, and

(2) That the mother be ordered to receive
help.

The lecommendatims were tendered to the
mother but much as you would expect. rather
than a.ceept any onus for i cr boy's problems she
moved. After all, this had been her pattern, her
life style either asault a problem or flee it
never face it through compromise and help.

The family's old pattern was re-established
and somewhere around the boy's 16th year, when
he was in the 10th grade, this youngster of high-
average to superior intellectual ability, func-
tioning only one grade b 'ow grade expectancy.
dropped out of school. The tragic aspect was
that ',11 many ways h'' had really never dropped
in.

Through falsifying credential: and birth
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dates, signed by the mother, he enlisted in the
armed forces. His military career skirted ser-
ous trouble. There v..ere one or two minor court
martial3 but nothing of any major consequence.
His relationships with fellow servicemen were
never close. He had no friends, never forming
a deep or meaning:A relationship with another
human person. lie was discharged honorably
and then, much tiles the pattern that had been
established for him, he started to drift.

He married and had two children. lie sv
never really able to provide for them, even nt
low-average standards. Crippled by minimum
schooling, crippled by deep personality inad-
equacies, at best he could secure only low-pay-
ing, non-stimulating ,work. His marriage, much
like his mother's, was marked by turmoil and
mistrust. At times, t-,t social gatherings, his wile
would belittle him, even in talking about tI e
most intimate aspects of the husband-wife o!--
lationship.

This young man, this story, this (raged?,
is much like those of many young peeple who
eventually come to our institutions for help.
This story can be duplicated a Ullionfold -
young people, diagnosed and then untreated,
convinced that they were never wanted in tie
first place, with years of failure and a deep,
foreboding feeling of bitterness and distaste f'-r
their own unique lives. This young man, how
ever, was unique and he is known to all of
you. On November 22, 1963, Lee Harvey Oswald
assassinated John Fitzgerald Kennedyl

1 would hazard a reasonable guoss that 1107.0
of us, with all our sophisticated knowledge, air
empathic feeling for others in trouble, our drive
to heal, to correct, to aid, to rescue none of is
can muster a feeling of compassion for ibis bw
grown ibto manhood. Perhaps it is because 1 to
life he snuffed out was marked by its extrei tic
contia:t to his own in its rootedness, the love,
the guidance, the ear:, the whole Ile force of
John Fitzgerald Kennedy moving out and tou: p-
ing, alai being touched in return. Perhaps ii is
because of our own guilt and through our c m-
ployment, defensively, of denial, that we can-tot
accept why Lee Harvey Oswald committed si ch
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a heinous crime. In many ways the criine, or
the arena for the crime, is our society, an]
there were two victims John F. Kennedy and
Lee Harvey Oswald the have and the have-
nots.

The serious questions facing us in cur cor-
rective and rehabilitative work are: Could we
have helped Lee Harvey Oswald if he came to
our institution? Could we have humanized aft
otherwise dehumanized existence through the
collection of many Lee Harvey Oswalds housed
together on the command of rehabilitation?
What are the steps that a young person like
this seems to take in our institutions? Ilmv about
us the staff? What must we do? Are there
special approaches to making special education
really special for pec.ple who have premised
their successes by their failures in life? Let's
spend a few minutes on these questions and
permit me the license to review what I have
experienced and, hopefully, observed accurately.
during my many years in the field.

A youngster enters our therapeutic school.
Who among you would enjoy being labeled
special, particularly from a special negative
basis? lie is here not because he wants to he
her', but because he has been told to be here.
He has been carefully told and retold that he
is getting a rare opportunity in life ancthcr
chance, But it has been my experience thr., he
often sees it in a fpr different way -- he sees it
as anotb'r thane at failure, another chance at
getting another set of adults to quit, anothei
chance to prove what he has to prove, in thi
only way he knows to prove it that he eau
excel by not meeting the expectations of au-
thority. However, he has been tested, he has
been labeled, set of recommendations have
been tendered. and he is here. lie is now
fully matriculated _.tident. patient. or inmate in
your institution.

Over the years 1 think I have been able t
discern certain necessary steps that a youm:
person seems compelled to take during his lone
walk or shot t journey in our rehabili tory palaces
our therapeutic schools, our hygienic. help-pro
ducing environments. Certainly ther.., ate al
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heinous crime. In many ways the crime, or
the arena for the crime, is our society, and
there Were two victims John F. Kennedy and
Lee Ilarvey Oswald the haves and the have -
nots.

The serious questions facing its in our cor-
rective and rehabilitative work are: mild we
have helped Lee- Harvey Oswald if li, _tine .c)
our institution? Could we have humanized e.n
otherwise dehumanized existence through tla2.

collection of many Lee Harvey 0valds housed
together on the command of rehabilitation?
What are the steps that a young person like
this seems to take ill our instituticas? flow about
us the staff? What must we do? Are diere
special approaches to making special education
really special for people who have premis«1
their successes by their failures in life? Let's
spend a few minutes on these questions and
permit me the license to rev.2w what I have
experienced and, hopefully, obseived accorately,
during my many years in the field.

A youngster enters our therapeutic school.
Who among you would enjoy being labeled
special, particularly front a special negative
basis? lie is here not because he wants to be
here. but because he has been told to be here.
lie has been carefully told and retold that 112
is getting a rare opportunity in life another
chance. But it has been my experience that he
often sees it in a far different way he sees it
as another chance at failure, a:lother chance at
getting another set of adults to quit, another
chance to prove whit hs., has to prove, in the
only \N ay he knows to prove it that be cal
excel by not meeting the expectations of av-
thority. However, he has been tested, he has
bce labeled. a s:.t of recommmdations have
been tendered, and he is here. lie is now a
fully matriudated student, patient, or inmate M
your institution.

Over the years I think I have been able to
discern certain necessary steps that a young
parson seems compelled tc take during his long
walk or short journey in our rehabilitory palaces,
our therapeutic schools, our hygienic, help-pro-
due::ig environments. Certainly there are al

ways variations and I am running the risk of
being a generalist in a highly special zed field,
but these are Illy empirical observations. I think
I have been able to discern the many young
people who have come to our place mapping
for themselves, without compass, almost in-
sthictually, automatically mtd nconsciously,
pour steps steps that certainly overlap and are
non-exclusive, but that arc nevertheless four
definable, and discernible stages of life in the
institution,

Four Steps of Life in the Institution
Although the student is frightened, rod re-

gardless of his braggadocio, his brazenness, his
surface sullenness, the first step in the entry
is what I call, for want of better terminology,
the Honeymoon or the period of initiation. It
is almost as if the young person says to himself,
'I am here now. There is not much I can do
at out being here I will play along with this
set of professionals with their fancy titles and
biza,te names and odd ways of doing things.
I'd better get the lay of the lang.. I'd better find
out who really runs this place." He knows full
well tlmt it is the students, the inmates or the
patients, not us, the legally appointed aeminis-
trators.

At times during the honeymoon or initiation
period, we find ourselves professionally pinching
each other. Even wit/. our prath Old knowledge,
fused with ye.-.rs and years of correcting errors
only to make more, we fee! compelled to ask,
"Is this the right student? Perhaps they sent the
wrong child? Where are the cantankerousness.
the profanity, the dishonesty, the unine.nnerly
behavior?" Quite frequently we see just the op-
posite the chronic truant attending all his
classes, the student with a long dossier of sur-
liness and abrasive behavior towards adults, ex-
ercising the very best manners and nol:teness,
filled with words like ''Thank you, yes sir, ex-
cuse me ma'am." As we pinch each other we
silently, but hopefully, wish for the impossible

that somehow the set of professionals wl, :cc-
ommended our institution were wrong. and we
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have a special student who is specially good
rather than specially bad.

However, like all honeymoons, depending on
their emotional and financial funding, if there
is to be a real marriage of two human persons
the moon and the honey are replaced by the
first confrontation that awful morning when
the honeymooners realize they arc now married.
Sometimes the honeymoon lasts bat a few days
and we have observed honeymoons which, if
permitted, would go on for months. But just as
in marriage, no real relationship can grow pre-
mised on the never-never land of They were
married and lived happily ever after."

Suddenly and sometimes without previous
warning, perhaps because we just do not know
how to read behavioral signals, Nrc have reached
the second step the "It's all bad" or period of
Rejection. At roll call the youngster is missing.
A fellow staff member has been assaulted. The
youngster has been caught lying, stealing, pill-
popping, or selling drags. Ycu can probably
read t .1e period of .cjection even more clearly
in us, the staff. We become openly angry and
we verbally, denounce the youngster for mani-
festing the very behavior that brought him to
our ;nstitution in the first place. How dare he
act the way we knew he was supposed to act?
How dare he put us to the test'

This is the period of eruciality for the insti-
tution. This is where the validity of the insti-
tution and its workers is tested. This is where
the courage level, the stomach, is brought into
focus. It is one thing to say we service disruptive
and emotionally' disturbed young people; it is a
far different thing to porform that service. It is
here, during this period of rejection, that we
get in touch with the young persun's true value
structure and he, hopefully, :f we do what we
say we do, can start to get in touch with ours.

This is a period that is marked by bomtast.
It is a period where the rear institution has to
stand forth against the assault of the real young.
ster. Leiters are sent home, if there is a home.
"The staff are barba,,ans. We are beaten every
day. They are poisoning us with tiler food.
They have crippled us sexually' by chemically
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flavoring the food with saltpeter. All the other
kids here are c:iminals. They will make me
worse. They arc pc-verts. They are all homo-
sexuals. Our Cace has an epidemic of venereal
disease. The staff is trained and uncaring. H
you don't get me out of here, I will crazy. If
you (.107-'t get out of here, I think I will kill
myself And lastly, and one that I am par-
ticularly fond of because it works so well "If
you don't get me out of here, just you trait!"

During,- this period, you and I on the line,
working .-411 the young person, hive very little
Avaitim; to do. In fact, we might find ourselves
doing a lot of running running after the young-
ster when he runs away; running after the young
ster as he runt away from us when we by w
make contact with him; running towards the
youngster in a confrontation where he is ON;
to make sore he will continue to be a suecessfu7
failure, and we aro going to make sure we will
bankrupt his well-laid plans. During this per-
iod, even before \\*a get the opportunity to re-
;ect the youngster for his ma.ladaptive. obnoxiods
beh4vior, he has rejected us.

Other complicating factors arise, such as re-
inforcement by his peer.: vho, whether we like
it or no?, seem more important to him than we
do. One WO:d of caution here: It would be w:se
for all institutions to staggei eoroilment., to
avoid having a Lage group of youngsters all in
the period of rejection tqgcther. Several years
ago, at our place, we ; ad several near riots.
mass elopements, sit-ins, cte. Through a process
of scientific :rata collection followed by a careful
checking out of our information, we disceered
our error we had accepted a large group of
youngsters at the same time.

This pericd of rejection can last from one
month up to two Jr three years. So much depends
on our skill: the student's life style and unique
personality, and those other students who sur-
round hirn and emotionally and intellectually
nouris:1 him. Keep in mind that quite ficquently
the real laws Ow govern the institution are those
cf the young people. It is c' more value to the
student to act out, io act against, to stand up and
be as,,auitive to authority, than it is to conform
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flavoring the food with saltpeter. All the other
kids here are criminals. They will make me
worse. They ere perverts. They are all homo-
sexuals. Our place has an epidemic of venereal
disease. The siaff is ill trained and uncaring. If
you don't get !lie out of here, I will go crazy. If
you don't get ne out of here, I think I will kill
myself." And lastly, and one that I am par-
ticularly fond of because it works so well ''If
you don't get :ne out of here, just you teciP"

During thii period, you and I on the line,
working with young person, have v,"-y little
waiting to du. In fact, we might find ourselves
doing a lot of 'tinning tanning after the young-
ster when he rums away; running after the young-
ster ;.; he roes away from us when we try to
make contact with him; running towards the
youngster in o c;mfrontatiott where he is going
to make sure I c will continue to he a successful
father , ad w ttre going to make sure we will
bankrupt his .velhlaid plans. Dining tbs per-
iod, even before we get the opportunity to re-
ject the yr,,ing:1-r for his maladaptive, obroxious
behavior, he has rejected us.

Other complicating factors arise, such as re-
inforcement by his peers who, whether we like
it or not, seem more important to him than we
rto. vord 3f caution here: It would be wise
for all institutions tr stagger enrollmeats to
avoid havine : large group or youngsters all in
the period of rejection together. Several years
ago, at our place, we had several near riots.
mass elopemeuts, sit-ins, etc. Through a process
of scientific data collection followed by a earef
checking out of our information, vie discovered
our error we had accepted a large group of
youngsters at the same :irne.

This perioi of rejection can !ast from one
month up to two or three yea's. So:nuch depends
on our skill, Ihe student's life sty:e and unique
personality, a id those other students who sur-
round him a -id emotionally and intellectually
nourish hint 'ticep in mind that quite frequently
the real laws ;hat govern the institntion ai c those
of the young people. It is of more value to the
student to at out, to act against, t..) stand up and
be assaultive to authority, than it is to conform

and accept what authority wants. To clarify what
I mean, I have found that. during this period of
rejection, a youngster will read me off and then
immediately, to get his real pay-off, he must
share this with valued peers. On his priority of
values the real Value, is not to tell an adult off,
but to tell his peers that he told an adult off.

When it is bad, it is usually all bad. There
are mar z runaways. There is much destruction
of property. You will often find the delinquent
giving the right reasons for the wrong principles
just cs we, the staff, quite frequently give the
wrong reasons for: sound principles. It is during
this period that a therapeutic school frequently
gives up sometime.; not because it wants to
but because it has to, and sometimes because it
is fo lowing, without analyzing i a pattern
deeply tooted in tradition that says the group
is always more importart than the individual.

It has been my experience that when you
remove onc malcontent, one purveyor of bad-
ness, one usurper, one poisoner of the climate,
most assuredly there is another waiting to ascend
the pecking order. I realize here that I am beg-
ging the question of what t.la do, but I am mak-
ing an observation that I have lived through,
despite the fact that there are certainly times
when institution would he committing agency
psychosis by keeping a youngster for whom it
does not have the resources, the manpover, or
the know-how with which to work.

If the institution personnel continue to try
to make contact and do not pay back the young-
ster's rancor nnd hostility %vith too great ferocity
and counter-umbrage, in spite of the youngster,
in spite of his many failures in interpersonal re-
lationships, quietly, positive relationships with
adults start to develop, and they start to develop
with adults who are usually non-prof cssional and
non threatening. This is pal titularly true for the
so-called delinquent who, as a physical and mo-
torin being, warts ;or king towards a contact with
an athletic coach, a shop teacher, a house at-
tendant, or a janitor. ''It is safer. I think I will
he known here. I Clink I can be comfortable
here and perhaps even secure here,' the young-
ster unconsciously seems to say to himself.



If somehow, the institution has the courage
to actually live by its ovi n postulated rules, a
third period or a third alep along the journey
starts to develop the Maybe or Perhaps stage.
This is characterized by the development of
ambivalent dependency relationships. Ilere the
youngster, much as little children will do, divides
his world in half the Goodies and the Saddles
among the staff. Ile seems to operate during this
period in a totally black and willite world. Cer-
tain staff are either totally good or totally bad;
there are no shadings, no tintings, no grays. Ile
reaches out and tends to cling, particularly when
he is in trouble, to perhaps one or several adults
in the environment.

This is the period when real work can be
accomplished. By real work this writer means
re-education. This is the time when psychother-
apy or psychological counseling :has the best op-
portunity to be employed. This is the time when
a young person, skillfully and professionally
guided, can be put in touch with his real self
and not his belaying self. This is when the ther-
apies individual or group can help the young
person start to unlock that part of his personality
apparatus that :s arrested, fixated or leeked in at
an earlier level of development.

Let's stop for a moment to look at a very
cardinal issue ore that too frequently is over-
looked and blindly passed over in the advertis-
ing literature portraying our institutions. A ther-
apeutic milieu does not become re-educative by
dictate, or by the mandate of the published %von].
Bringing together a collection of disturbed or
delinquent youth tinder one roof or umbrella can
in itself guarantee only one thing that we have
a collection of disturbed or delinquent youth.

To miss this point is to miss what is p.-ub-
ably the most powerful negative factor interfer-
ing with rehabilitative work. Fortunately there
rcems to lx an answer, and this is to lealize that
to the t-aditional treatment model of psychiatry,
clinical psychology and social work which far
years has been squared with special education,
a fifth and most important treatment instrument
mast be added, the student! And this must be
done not as an addendum, but as an integral
part of the continuum.
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Regardless of how hard we try with
apies, even employing the most sop!
treatment models, there is a constant
rent that pulls the youngs'ers towards
and towards a reinforcement of sympto

perhaps even the picking up of new s
i.tology. It has been my olrervatien tlt
we involve our students and make thei
of the running of the institution, the
making and the sharing of informatii
their situation, we run into a very large s
block and the situation stays the saint
tivc, hostile, and to be opposed and a
But if the student is living in an ens
that is conducive to growth, that pod
pendence rather than dependence, that
him in the decision making about his
forces him to help in disciplining bin
chances for remission of both symptor
and deeper core problems are far brig}
they woul:i be if we mph :..ed the str
do what I tell you and only what I I

approach.
I therefore recommend you to

iitvolve in the daily commerce of life s
nations in a trusting way, young pers,
have learned mistrust and who are oft
nntrustworthy. But how else are they
the pains and the pleasures of being in
being involved, or being counted for, et
and counted on?

It means that many errors will ha,
tolerated. It means that many fine plans
by the wayside. But it also means a ch
the young poisons in your institution
sponsibly rather than to be forced to
sponsibly by our thrust to make them dcl
and therefore infantile. It means that
have to trust each other and have to w
flattened, non-hierarchical managemem

One word of caution your institm
haps will not be as clean. Some will di
%%111 state, that it is too loose, that it dot-
enough rules, that structure has been del
You will lx' asked the question, 'Who is
this institution, the kids or you?" The fa
matter is if the institution is to run
it is to meet its stated objectives and j,
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Regardless of how hard we try with our ther-
apies, even employing the most sophisticated
treatment models there is a constant undercur-
rent that pulls the youngsters towards rich other
and towards a reinforcement of symptonitology

perhaps even the picking up of new symptom-
atolog:,,. It has been my observation that unless
we involve our students and make them a part
of die running of the institution, the decision-
making and the sharing of information about
their situation, we pm nit() a very large stumbling
block and the situation stays the same nega-
tive, hostile, and to he opposed and assaulted.
But if the student is living in an cnviionment
that is conducive to growth, that pushes inde-
pendence rather than dependence, that involves
Min in the decision-making about his life, ihat
forces him to help in disciplining himself, the
dunces for remission of both symptomatology
and deeper core problems are far brighter than
they would be if we employed the strict You
do what I tell you and only what I tell you"
approach.

I therefore recommend to you to trust, to
,volve in the daily commerce of life space sit-

u ,,ions in a trusting .va), yowlg persons who
have learned mistrust and who are often quite
untruAwolthy. But how else are they to learn
the pains and the pleasures of being 'rusted, of
being involved, of beim., counted for, counted in
and counted on?

It means that many ,'trees will have to be
tolerated. It means that many fine plans wiil fall
by the wayside. But it also means a chance for
the young mrsons in vol-; institution tu act re-
sponsibly rather than to be forced to act irre-
sponsibly by our thrust to make them dependent,
and therefore infantile. It means that the staff
have to trust each other and have to work in a
flattened, nonhierarchical management model.

One word of caution your institution per-
haps will not be as clean. Some will think, and
will state, that it is too loose, that it doesn't hive
enough rules, that structure has been demolished,
You will he asked the question, "Who is running
this institution. the kids or you?" The fact of the
matter is if the institution is to run at all, if
it is to muct its stated objectives and justify its

whole reason for being no "one" runs it it
governs together. And it does this not on the
three traditional H's of reading, writing, and
arithmetic, but on the three special R's of Real-
ness, Responsibilqy and Relationship.

What do we mean when we say an institution
is real? \Ve mean it meets real issues. It deals
with tha now, and perhaps tomorrow, although
it doesn't forget the past, and certainly it doesn't
put its head in the sand like an ostrich. It doesn't
verbalize one lesson and teach another by its
behavior. We all know perhaps too well that
how we behave towards each other on the adult
level in our institutions very, very frequently is
duplicated by how our students behave towards
us. The whole essence of realness is to teach our
young people in a way that makes it possible
for than to teach themselves. Unless this is ac-
complished, no real education ever really occurs.

What do we mean when we say the institu-
tion is responsible? \Ve mean that when there
is heat, and there is action, and there are issues
and confrontations of ideas handled together,
its staff and its students stay together. You can
chart this 1 y the few runaways or elopements
that occur.

Lastly, the institution operates on powerful,
positive, meaningful relationships, either in ther-
apy, or in the environment, or with a teacher
or some other minringful, -esponsible adult a

person on whom our student can model a new
life style of growth and change.

When these three R's are there as an input,
something begins to happen. Slowly, cautiously,
sometimes hardly discernible to the eye, an out-
put starts to develop. The youngster begins to
need fewer instnletions, less support. Ile is learn-
ing to walk, and at timo he is even capable of
running shori distances, figuratively speaking. lie
now has reached the fourth stage in your institu-
tion he is ready to Lome.

The business of leaving is quite difficult for
many young peorle, The student has a haven
at the institution. lie has been understood here;
he has been krimu here; and, to has reached
this fourth plateau, he knows he has been loved
here. And vet he must leave and re -enter the
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outer society which is less protected. less cush-
ioned. The outside, perhaps snore brutal ufsrld,
beckons and waits, b. is here that half-way
houses, quarter-way houses, three-quarter-way
houses or any fraction or combination you
wish, must be employed, There is no magir2a1
formula only a unique equation a unique set
of blended and fused conditions to help him
feel more comfortable, Ir. ;s apprehensive, and
within which he can learn to handle independ-
ence through MS own self-regulatory devices.

During this period you should expect anxiety,
and fs u, and a retreat in the form of regression
a rush back to what the student feels was a
safe level of personality development. It is im-
portant, out' tandingly so, not to lose touch xhith
the student at this point, to understand that it is
relatively normal beim ior for all of us to re-
treat to an earlier level where we feel safe, in
order to solidify our growth, and then to shoot
forward again. Many young people, depending
on their problems, will continue to need out-
patient supportive help. here, again, the re-entry
program and the entry back into the community
must be made special for the special student.

1 have a feeling, based on years of working
with many troubled and oft-times delinquent
young people, and of touching and being
touelted by them in return, that unless a journey
such as I have charted occurs in our institutions,
nothing occurs at all.

All of us in institutional rehabilitatory work
must be aware cf the phenomenon presented by
our own psyel:ological need to create depend-
ency relationships, unconsciously of course, with
the young persons who are assigned to us with
the over-all goal of being prepay d to leave as
to live relatively independent, constructive lives.
1 have observed this phenomenon too frequently
to find it a casual occurrence. In this last stage
it is almost as if a silent, but almost automatic.,
cheer goes up when a youngster displays "01.,e

regressive behavior so that we can keip him
and continue to be psychologically nourished by
his dependency on us. There are hundreds if
examples of this phenomenon. One that comes
to mind is, "The world is too hosti.e out there.
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Ile is going to mess up. Seldom is this followed
by the factual question, "Who doesn't?" This
phenomenon can have a distinctive braking, or
barrier effect on the whole re entry phase unless
we, as workers in the fell, are in touch with our
own psychological needs and make doubly sure
that our personal agenda priorities ^ not super-
imposed on the young people. R,-entry is diff,-
cult at Lest. It is threatening not only to the stu-
dent, the patient, or the inmate but also to us on
the staff level.

The Staff
Regardless of oo own personal needs, we,

the sluff, are to a large awn: the true thera-
peutic ingredients in the so-called therapeutic
environment. We ha-'e to organize and operate
from s base of certain behavioral qualities which
are a'most instinctual rather than intellectually
thought out and planned. There is a modus ope-
randi, a certain network of characteristics that
seem to pattern themselves in those successful
practitioners who are able to somehow work
consti uctively with young people and particu-
larly with the young people housed in our insti
tutions. At this point I want to emphasize that
1 list :sere what I consider to be a style, a series
of approaches that seem to characterize the suc-
cessful practitioner. This not necessmily mean
there are not others, bat these 1 consider to be
the minimum requirements:

(1.) The successful therapeutic edueato.:
demo sstrates poticrwc, not resignation to contin-
ued failures, but a readiness to wait for suc-
cesses. Ile understands it is going to take at least
as many months for behavior to change as it
took years to de,:elop in the first place.

(2,.) Secondly, our successful teacher pos-
sesser, humor. lie has learned to take his work
very seriously, but not himself. Ile operates with
an antornatii: thermostatic onstrol, laughing rt
the madness around him, but laughing with the
stud( n:, not at him. humor, of course, is based 011

tragedy, and he uses liwnor as a way of making
tragic events more bearable and liveable. With-
out this ingredient, his life and his work would
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He is going to mess up." Seldom is this followed
by the factual question, "Who doesn't?" This
phenomenon can have a distinctive braking, or
barrier effect on the whole re-entry phase unless
we. as workers in the field, arc in touch with our
own psychological needs and make doubly sure
that our personal agenda priorities are not super-
imposed on the young people. Re -nary is diffi-
cult at best, it is urea erring net. only to the stu-
dent, the patient, or the inmate but also to us on
the staff level.

The Stall
Regardless of our Own personal needs, we,

the staff, are to a large measure the true thera-
peutic ingre'iients in the so-called therapeutic
environment. We have to organize and operate
from a base of certain behaviorai qualities which
are almost instinctual rather than intellectual])
thought nut and planned. There is a mucus ope-
randi, a certain network of characteristics that
seem to pattern themselves in those successful
practitioners who are able to somehow work
constructively with young people and particu-
larly with the young people housed in our insti-
tutions. At this point 1 want to emphasize that
I list here what I consider to he a style, a series
of approaches that seem to characterize the suc-
cessful practitioner This not necessarily mean
there are n others, but these I consider to be
the minimum requirements:

(I.) The successful therapeutic educator
demonstrates petience, not resignation to contin-
ued failures, bat a readiness to wait for suc-
cesses. lie understands it is going to take at least
as many months kr behavior to change as it
took years to develop in the first place.

(2.) Secondly, our successful teacher pos-
sesses humor. Ile has learned to take his work
"cry seriously, but not himself, He operates with
an automatic thermostatic control, kughing at
the madness around him, but forgiving with the
student, not at him. Humor, of course, is basedon
tragedy, and he uses humor as a way of making
tragic events more bearable and liveable, With-
out this ingredient, his life and his work would

be unbearable, and in many ways he would be-
come unbearable and a burden to his students.

(3.) The successful stiff member has the
ability to motivate to light a spark which will
serve as an ignition mechanism. He does th:s by
participating and by being involved in activities
with kids. His verbal output is held to a mini-
mmn, and he teaches and motivates through
activity. Ile finds that his vocabulary is filled
with many more "cans' than "can'ts" and "mays"
rather than "may rots." This is almost automatic
with him. He somehow has been able to em-
phatically understand the unsureness, the inse-
curity and the crippling feelings of inadequa,,y
coming from his studentl, He starts the student
with safe, almost sure ictivities sure in the
sense of guaranteeing concrete success with a
minimal amount of effort. Tire sparks that set
the ignition apparatus going in a direction that
develops into self motivation are small, short-
termed, planned, success-rendering experiences
with immediate pay -off, the reinforcement being
another success experiem:e. In other words, he
reverses the failure-success syndrome to a suc-
cess syndrome. This is difficult because he is
fighting, figuratively speaking, the currents and
tides of time that brought the youngster into the
institution in the first place.

(4.) Our successful practitioner does no play
cops and robbers with the students nor, for that
matter, does he play cowboys and Indians.
Rather, in an effort to humanize the dehumaniz-
ing experience of being sent away, he develops
around the student an atmosphere and environ-
ment anchored in a shared responsibility model
of management. Ile consults, he seeks advice
from the student, he accepts criticism, and al-
though he evaluates aad grades the students, he
also has a reciprocal gracing plan developed for
himself. His own evaluative sheet is not posted
with A's and B"s, yet the grading is most im-
portant. The F's consist of "You let me down,
You let us down. You are a phony. You don't
trust us. You brought your hang-ups from home
into the institution today. Why are you on my
back?" This is the kind of grading I am talking
about.
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The successful practitioner governs the situ-
ation, whether it he in the classroom, on the job,
in a hallway or a dormitory, not from a drive to
be on top of things, but from the more positive
drive to be in touch with things. This writer's ex-
perience has been that when the desire to he
on top of things is the consummate goal, one
finds quite frequently that he is on top of
nothing.

(5.) Another most positive quality I have
observed in the successful practitioner is the
ability to ch!velop a framework, to create an
atmosphere, which sum orts growth rather than
suppressing it. Certainly Caere is 'law and order,"
there are rules and regulations .vhich are under-
standable and are understood by the student
but there is also reason. While it would be com-
plete naiveté to feel that an understanding of
the reasons for rules and regulations would auto-
matically give them support, we must ask the
question, "Without a reason, why a rule? Why
even take the time to question whether or not
one should obey the rule?"

(6.) We have been told and carefully retold
that curiosity killed the eat. However, our sue-
cesslul worker understands that curiosity is a
powerful human drive; that if it is used con-
structively and skillfully by teachers, it fuels
creativity, which is a direct line to a feeling of
personal worth and a really special place in the
sun. It gives a sense of uniqueness the unique-
ness of you as a person, rather than you as just
another number in a long series of numbers.

(7.) Our successful teacher or practitioner has
an acute sense of timing. To use computerized
terms, he is plugged in. lie doesn't try to teach
Shakespeare, Wordsworth, or even O'llenry after
his students have been involved in a good ball-
game, or a flurry of fisticuffs. Insead, he pro-
vides a cooling-off period before attempting to
tune the strident in on abstract subject matter.
This necessaril,, means that although he lives
and works in an environment which bas a frame
of reference, within the stated territory there is
freedom, there is elasticity, there is the teacher's
right to intuitively adapt to tire situation and to
the need of his students.
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(S.) Our teacher has the ability to lake r,
tissue! teurperatures. Certainly he doesn't car,
thermometer in his pocket, but he carries an
tuitive thermometer in Iris hand and in his sty
ach one that can take emotional temperati
both fur the kids and for himself. lie knows I
to measure the emotional loading before plac
burdensome problems on already overicia
shoulders, or loading his students with his..
emotional problems. Ile stays in touch witli
has happened in the boors preceding his can
with the students. lie realizes if he has ha
fight with his wife, Or if his car broke down
if he was caught in a speed trap, or if lie t

alienated or hurt, that it would he wise for
to take some eimitional distance and get in to
with himself before he tries to touch his stud(
He knows now easy it is, almost inviting, to
place or project his anger onto his captive go
After all, the model is there' in the person of
student, and unfortunately, it is one of tl
unwritten laws in all institutions when
doAt, or when you need a scapegoat for
own shortcomings, scream at the kids.

(9.) The successful teacher I have (Arse
knows how to communicate. lie deals in sped
He stays away from ambiguities and from srr
ing generalizations and stereotypes. (Please
don this observation but I do believe it is
mane I wish that some of us on the adminik
five level would do the same.) Our qn,
teacher has very few 'Maybes" or "perhaps
"1 pill look into its" which he never bother
do. Bather, there are "yesses" and "nos" and s
"I don't know but I will find outs" raid
always does. lie is predictable, he is known.
cans(' he behaves in a predictable and kil
Way. lie employs an economy of
words and he doesn't, as Fritz Mall has pun
out, give prong reasons for sound prinen
Along with this, he slays away from moraliz
from sermonizing, from patronizing, from s
pathizing. and from personalizing.

) Lastly, the student finds him a most
terestinr. viable human being, and I have
idea that this is becalm! ,, he is interested in in
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(S.) Our teacher has the ability to tak emo-
tional tenweratares. Certainly lie doesn't carry a
thermometer in his pocket, bt t he carries an in-
tuitive thermometer in his hai an in his stom-
adi one that can take emotional temperatures
both fur the kids and fin- himself. lie knows haw
to measure the emotional loathing before placing
burdensome problems on already overloaded
shoulders, or loading his stueents with his mvii
emotional problems. Ile stays in touch with what
has happened in the hours pry cedim4 his contact
with the students. lie realizes if lie has bac.) a
fight with his wife, Pr if his ear broke down, or
if he was caught in a speed trap, or if he feels
alienated or hurt, that it world be wise for him
to take some ern(it mail distarKe and get in touch
with himself before lie tries to touch his students.
Ile knows limy easy it is, alirost inviting, to dis-
place or project his anger onto his captive group.
After all, the n:odel is there i a the person of the
student, and unfortunately, A is one of those
unwritten laws in all inst tutions when in
doubt, or when you need a scapegoat for your
own shortcomings, scream at the kids.

(9.) '[lie successful teacla- I have observed
knows how to communicate. I )e deals in specific's.
Ile stays away from ambiguiti rts and from sweep-
ing generalizations and stereotypes. (Please par-
don this observation but I do believe it is ger-
mane I wish that some of us on the administra-
tive level would do the sa tie.) Our quality
teacher has very fee: "maybes- or 'perhaps' Or
"1 Will look into its' which be never bothers to
do. Bath( r, there arc "yesses- and "nos' and sonic

I don't know but I will find outs which he
always (hies. lie is prediciabln, he is known, be-
cause he behaves in a predictable and known
way, lie employs an swine my of meaningful
cs ordc and lie doesn't. Fritz. II: dl has pointcd
out, give wring, reasons fo sound principles.
Along with this. lie stays away from moralizing.
from sem-limiting. from patomizing, from sym.
pathii..ng. and from personalizing.

(10.) Lastly. the student finds him a most in-
b resting, viable human being, and I have an
ilea that this is because he is interested in many

things in the world rather than being restricted
to traveling through life down a narrow corridor
of singular activity and interest. Ile can also per-
form somewhat adequately in areas that interest
the studentsin athletics, in the manual arts, and
for that rare student, in the intellectual sphere.

Although this is a load of ability and de-
scribes It rather uniquely mature person, I have
had the pleasure over many years to observe
more people in the field who have many of these
qualities than we have had a right to expect.

I would rather not sum up at this point, as
the story is still open. 'I-here is a long road
ahead and there are many errors that need eor
resting for is in the field, who attempt to ameli-
orate or at least reduce problems for problem
children. We have done much that right and
sonic that is wrong, and we hay.. come to en:
point where at least we understand that the
young person entering our institution must travel
a long, arduous rind torturous journey. We feel
we can now chart the overlapping stages or steps
in this journey. We know because we have ob-
served them in operation, that there are environ-
ments which arc condnere to growth and prob-
lem resolution, environments that focus around
the special set of .3 Ws of realness, responsibility,
and the fostering of visitive relationships. And
lastly, we hove observed a network of qualities
Or ChAra tteriStiCS CinbOthed in si ceessful Frac-
tioners in our field.

Our task is to put the pieces together and
get them working in an integrated, fused way
for the student. This seems to me to be the major
objective for us in administrative roles. We are
the guiders who must help our institutional ship
handle both bid) alent and placid seas. Whether
or not see are successful, if we are honest we will
know, our staff will know, and most important,
our students will know.

Ir, the final analysis, .although it is extremely
important what and bow see teach, more im-
portant is what the strident learns; and hi/rough
it is important how the story begins, it is far
more important Loss' it ends.
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Program Planning and
Evaluation
Joseph L. Mazur

Introduction
The presentation this afternoon will not he

theoretically oriented. Though many of the ideas
have been drawn from theoretical found..'ions
of operations research, cost benefit, and the gen-
eral area of systems. the basic point of view well
be operationally oriented. If the concepts and
experiences during the next hour have been or-
ganized and developed properly you should have
at least first stage knowledge related to de-
veloping answers to two questions:

(1.) How can a public agency initiate aid
operationalize Planning-Evaluation-De-
velopment procedures as a normal way
of conducting its business?

(2.) How can Planning Evaluation and De-
velopment strengthen agency effective-
nesc?

During the process of developing answers to
the pre:eding questions, etkrts v'ill be made to
take some of the mystique out of PlanningEval-
uation- Development. If all goes well you should
ssalk oat of this conference chanting Program
Plannir gEvaluation and Development all the
way home.

Systematic Planning A Way To
Increase Program Efiectiveness

Within the past five years, public agencies
have had increasing opportunities to initiate and
develo? programs for the purpose of solving
persistent problems.

Th increased availability of state and fed.
oral funds has provided resources to empley per-
sonnel, purchase equipment and upgrade in-
service training. In many instances current prac-
tices have been intensified. In other instances
new attacks have been made on old problems.
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Wieth,J you represent agencies workim
with a wutally retarded, aged citizens, juvenili
delinquent r. :mpoverished, h ind:capped or pub
lic school youth, these have been and promist
to be year!; for exploring ways and means to ins
prove ser,ices, introduce new approaches anc
strengthen capabilities of agencies to accom
plish the missions they were originally creates
to attain.

Progra n Planning is not a road to magi
SUSWCI'S U 7 instant solutioris. It procidos a sy
erratic moans for spending staff lime and tales

on the de,clopmeut of goal oriented pri,rrarn!
Once it Ivcomos a part of the standard operas
ing procee tires of an organization, it involves th
farm ing activities.

(1) :N. ccds Assessment
(2) Coal and Objective Setting
(3) F rogram Creating Proposal
(4) 1 mgram Implementation
(5) E valuation (Process)
(6) Feedback
(7) Levelopmerit
(8) Evaluation (Product)
The in in features of these elements of Plan

ning Ev duation and Development will 1)

highlighted in the section that follows:

Needs it ssessment An Intelligent
Starting Point

Each r f your agencies has needs that can 1:
identified within minutes. However, quick ider
tification )f needs does not necessarily surf&:
those nee Is that are most critical or most amer
able to cl ange. Needs assessment does no, haN
to be a complicated evensive enterprise. Esser
tially it bivalves a review of records, case stut
ics d tr st performance data so that a list of tl
major needs can be made. Once this is done,
becomes possible to ascign priorities to the hi
of needs

A major production is not necessary, Armir
of specialized personnel are not necessary. Him
ever, NON isions mu' t be made within care

agemy to develop staff who have the skills an
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NVhether you repiesent agencies working
with mentally retarded, aged citizens, juvenile
delinquents, impoverished. handicapped or pub-
lic school youth, these have been and promise
to be years for exploring ways and means to im-
prove services, introduce new approaches and
strengthen capabilities of agencies to accom-
plish the missions they were originally created
to attain,

Program Plant lug is not a road to magic
answers or instant solution's. It pros-ides a sys
lunatic meam for spending staff time and talent
on the development of goal oriented pro tiaras.
Once it becomes a part of the standard operat-
ing procedures of an organization, it involves the
following activities.

(I) Needs Assessment
(2) Goal and Objective Setting
(3) Program Creating Proposal
(4) Program Implementation
(5) Evaluation (Process)
(6) Feedback
(7) Development

(8) Evaluation (Product)
The main features of these elements f Plan-

ning Evaluation and Development will be
highlighted in the section that follows:

Needs Assessment -- An Intelligent
Starting Point

Each of your agencies has needs that can he
identified within minutes. However, quirk iden-
tification of necds does not nccessalily surface
those needs that are most critical or most amen-
able to change. Needs assessment dues not have
to be a complieated expulsive enterprise. Essen-
tially it involves a review of records, case stud
ics and test performance data so that a list of the
major needs can be made. Once this is -lone, it
beccanes possible to assign priorities to the list
of muds.

A major pr(Kluctitm is not necessary. Armi:s
of specialized personnel are nut necessary. How-
ever, provisions must lie made within each
agency to develop staff NS ho base the Adis and

capabilities that enable collection, analysis and
reporting of data that can form the basis for
needs assessment. lo those instances where staff
capability is not available, part time staff, uni-
versity personnel aid private organizations can
assist agency administrators in ticcomplishing a
needs assessment at low cost.

The immediate tray -off to agency administra-
tors comes in the form of a visible listing of
problems and needs toward whic'i agency efforts
should be directed.

If an assessinert of needs becomes part of
the way agencies engage in plamiug, key sitAt
members mill be gi,,,en opportunities to gain new
and clearer insights into problems. In turn better
decisions will be made with regard to setting
priorities, allocating resources, and organizing
support for special programs. The needs assess-
ment provides a rationale for embarking on se-
leacd programs.

Goals and Objectives Precede
Program Development

It probably borders on the obvious to ob-
serve that many agencies do not systematically
develop objectives before devebping programs.
Daily responsibilities, limited stuffs and response
to crises make systematic planning procedures a
luxury that is rarely attainable in typical public
agencies. In many instances keeping the doors
02e11 is a major achievement,

The intelligent use of objectives as a vital
ingredient of planning, implementing and eval-
tilting programs should lead to greater accom-
plishment of intended ()incomes. Essentially an
oAcetive describes an intended outcome, It de-
scribcs what you Want to accomplish. N'slen
sated well, it:

defines the target,
sets up the criteria by which quality of
performance can be judged,
provides a guide for selecting instructional
resources
describes the product that is anticipated,
provides die conditions by sshich success
or failure can be determined,
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provides a basis for developing a manae-
ment information systems for progr m
modification.

It provides a sound footing for both progr m
development and evaluation. Objectives provide
a framework for organizing program opera* ns
and the feed-back information systems tbitt
enable programs to m-we toward pre-del- air ed
targets.

The adequacy with which objectives :,re
stated is a critical factor in determining the
quality of information derived from evaluati m.
A stated objective serves to define the ground
rules for the evaluation process. It gives fuous
to the evaluation process.

Among the operations that will be affec ed
are the following:

(1) Data collection techniques
(2) Criteria or standard of performance
(3) Frustration 1c eel of evaluators
In some instances, programs cannot be coal-

uated because objectives were not clearly stated
prior to the development of the program. 'Phis
situation is seen in conglomerate type progr lills
such as after school and summer program- ri
which any number of children participate in one
or more activities that should M some way b
about overall improvement in school acht.tvc-
ment, attitudes and attendance.

Typically, objectives are viewed as gel:crai
statements of overall goals. As a case in pi int:

To provide in-service training for ele-
mentary school teachers

The best information that an evaluator can
provide is to establish that in-service training,
in fact, did or did not occur. Possibly, the actual
number of sessions and number of teacher- at-
tending can be documented. The objective. 1 ow-
ever, does not put the administrator in a ;Iosi-
tion of receiving information related to the
effectiveness of the in-service training in !Hing-
ing about specified changes in Olt., teachers. The
evaluator is not in a position to provide
reliable information about strength and xs eak-
nesses of the operations. Consequently. no
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changes or even negative changes could rest:!
from the inservicc program. The objectives .1

stated point to a target, but lack of specificatit
of specific outcomes in terms of the desired
haviors of teachers after expos 're to the progrm
:I'Inini,shes the yield from evaluation.

The relationship between objectives tot
evaluation is not limited to assessment of a fin;
product. Equally or even !olo important is tl
effect of pre-stated objectives on the capabilit
to monitor program operations in light ot of
jectiveq. If objectives are onambiguor s an
reasonably stated, they provide a basis for mod .
fying operations so that the program has
reasonable chance. to produce the product th,
was initially intended. In too many cases, pr
grains are discontinued byline their treatment
were delivered as planned. Consegnently, tit
participants never fully b,,nefited from the tre,i
merit. As a case in point, the daily operations
school may require reassignment of project pr
sonnet to other duties. If the period is prolong4
the project treatment may lie impaired in turn
of its capability to bring about behavior.
changes in participants. A classic example
wolves teacher assistants who are taken eta
the classroom to act as hall ;;tiarcbt distrilaito
of milk and field trip chap-omits, iastead of reit
forcers of srn.ill group instruction.

In stating objectives, some of the follown
guides should be considered.

(1) Be as speciPe as possible
(2) 1)escribe the behasti-.1 you would lit

to see the participant display
(3) Note the conditions under which the 1,

baviiir should be performed
(.1) indicate by what means an ojerti,

will be attained
(5) Practice
To be evaluated, an objective must era

all evaluator to select appropriate method.,
collect and analyze data. To the (At, nt that II.
is possible, the quality of infoonation will
useful to project managers and agency admni

istrators.
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changes or even negative changes could result
from the inservice program. 11-11e objectives as
stated point to a target, but lack of specification
of specific outcomes in terms of the desired be-
haviers of taachers after exposure to tne program
diminishes the yield from evaluation.

The relationship between objectives and
evaluation is not limited to assessment of a final
product. Equally or even more important is tI e
effect of pre-stated obj'.ctives CM the capability
to monitor program operations ill light of ob-
jectives. If objedives are unambiguous and
reasonably stated. they provide a basis for modi-
fying operations so that the program has a
reasonable chance to produce the. product that
was initially intended. In too many cases, pro-
grams are discontinued before their treatments
were delivered as planned. Consequently, the
participants never fully benefited from the treat-
ment. As a case in point, the daily operations of
school may require reassignment of project in r
sonnel to other duties. If she period is prolonged
the project treatment Illay be impaired in terr is
of its capability to bring about behavioral
changes in participdnts. A classic example in-
volves teadler assistants who are taken out of
the classroom to act as ball guards, distributers
of milk and field trip chaperons, instead of rein-
forcers of small grim) instruction.

In stating objectives, sonic of the following
guides should be considered.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(3)

Be as specific as pessible

Describe the behavior you would Ike
to see the participant display
Note the conditions tinder which the in-
havior should be performed
Indicate by what means an object ye.
will be attained
Practice

To be CV:,hhited, an objective most ena`de
an evaluator to select appropriate metboxls to
collect and :It .ul e data. To the extant that this
is possible, the quality of information will be
useful to project managers and agency adirin
istrators.

Progra.n Creation and Implementation
Is Not the First Step or Measure
Twice and Cut Once

After needs have been identified and realistic
objectives have been developed, agency staff is
in a reasonable position to create it program or
programs that are designed to attain the ob-
jectives. At the heart of the planning process is
the development of a proposal. Essentially a
proposal is a written document, a map, a blue-
print in which the basic dement of program op-
erations, objectives, costs, personnel and time
schedules arc spelled out Additional comment
related to the sections of a proposal are not
necessary for this audience. The basic reason
for calling attention to the proposal is that it
serves as a fundamental planning vehicle. Among
its assets to you as an agency administrator are
the following:

( I) It serves as a communication device to
inform key staff members about the ob-
jectives and operational design of the
program. Issues and conflicts between
related programs can be surfaced and
resolved so that programs do not dupli-
cate efforts or create problems for each
other,
Proposals can lie used to share and ex-
change ideas with other agencies.
Talc proposal contains main diluents of
programmatic operations thus pi.oviding
the program manager with starting
point and guide fur program devehp-
merit.

(4) It serves as a historical document show-
ing program development and change
over a period of time.

In one document, agency administrators can
get at the significant dements of a program It
is rare monk It when an administrator can pot
his hands on inforination about what a program
should do, how it was to lie done, whea it was
to occur .aid how the adequacy of program ef-
fectiveness will be determined.

Though proposal development is not a mys-
terious art, it requires practiced skill and time.

(2)

(3)
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Since the availability of funds for special pro-
grams is usually contingent upon submission of
a proposal, it is important that each agenee
develop an in-house capability to write pro-
posals. A haphazard assignment to various staff
members will reduce chances for receiving
significant amounts of funtls for programs.

In those instances in which it is not practical
to divert present staff or employ time per-
sonnel every effort should be. made to develop
a continuing relationship with a part time pro-
posal writer who is knowledgeable about the
agency.

Evaluation A Way To Improve the
Quality of Information For
Decision Makers

The main point that will be made in this
section borders on a gross over-simplification of
the problem. In a nutshell it is this As admin
istrators you need better information to improve
your decision-making capability. While money is
available from state and federal sources, serious.
consideration be given to training mem-
bers of your staff or employing new staff mem .
bers who bring evaluation :kills. Evaluation is
not an accidental occurrence. Neither will it;
value to your agencies be revealed overnighl.
As with any other svorthwhilc operation in your
agencies, evaluation requires time, talent, skill
and resources. A flash ef mirrors and wishirr;
are neither adequate or sufficient.

Essentially evaluation is p oeess whic.1
enables an organizAion to lout; at program ou-
crations and program outcomes in relation I')
the objectives that any given project was de-
signed to attain.

In too many instances administrators become
discouraged because the installation of an twale -
ation capability seems unattainable. The agree-
ment generally emphasizes that trained person-
nel are scarce.

Furthermore, field settings such as those re,i-
resented by agencies, do not lend themselves lo
experimental control designs, random assign-

ment to treatment and valid measurement of
independent and dependent variables. To a de-
gree the arguments against building a systematic
evaluation capabilit) arc based in fact. Ilowevu,
the alternatives, in light of increasing oppor-
tunities to obtain funds for special programs, are
to create proraros whose chances of attaining
objectives are weighted more by accident than
deliberate plan.

Though it may not be possible for every
agency to develop highly sophisticated evalua-
tion capabilites, each agency can take some
first steps that may eventually, develop into a
significant part of agency operations. These first
steps involve the following:

(1) Assign a staff member, who has interest
and at least minimal training, the re-
sponsibility to develop and write the
evaluation section of proposals written
by your agency.

(2) Allow this staff nember to sharper his
or her skills by attending appropriate
meetings and training.
As chief administrator of an agency,
take advantage of opportunities to read
and attend meetings which will increase
your knowledge about systematic eval-
uaticn so that yo a can gain insights into
using the output of evaluation.
As chief administrator create an en
vironment for the ev:Iluator so that he
or she cc r fuoctien as an evaluator.
Though experimental research designs
may not be possible in all instances.
Organize a procedure so the following
actisilies become standard operating
procedure with every special program.
(a) dr velop clearly stated obicetices so

that especial outcomes arc clear
to everyone.

(1)) measure stains of participants as
objectisely as possible at point of
entry to the program and at point
ol olhcr mile:.Inne TIMillellt S.

(c) aira ::2,e for observation of program
operaliims so that any are eon-
si itcnt with project objective s.

(3)
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ment to trcatrrent and valid measurement of
independent and dependent variables. To a de-
gree the argurmuts against building a systematic
evaluation eapdrility are based in fact. However,
the alternatives, in light of increasing oppor-
tanities to obtai i funds for special programs, are
t .11-eate progr uns whose chances of attaining
objective! are a,eighted more b: --oident than
delibera`e plan

Though it slay not be possible for every
agency to develop highly, sophisticated evalua-
tion capabilities, each agency can take some
first steps that may eventually develop into a
significant part of agency operations. These first
steps involve ahc following:

( I) Assign it staff member, who has interest
and at least minimal training, the re-
sponsibility' to develop and write the
evalua ion suction of prop-Jsals written
by your agency.

(2) Allow this staff member to sharpen his
or her skills by attending appropriate
meetings and training.
As chief administrator of an agency,
take advantage of opportu allies to read
and attend meetings which will increase
your Imewledge about systematic eval-
uation so that you can gab. insights into
using the output of evaluation.
As chief administrator create an en-
vironment for the evaluator so that he
or she can function as an evaluator.
Thou:fir experimental research designs
may not be possible in all instances,

ganim a procedure so the followinging
activi ics 1eeolue standard operating
procedure with (very special program.
(a) develop clearly stated objectives so

Cut tweeted ontcoincs are clear
(r everyone.

(b) iseastlrc stalls of parlidpants as
( liectively as possible at point of
,wiry to the program and at point

other milestone moments.
(c) 'range for observation of program

operations so that they arc (lin-
tirten t with project objectives.

l3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(d) allow the evaluation reports to be-
come part of a feedback system so
that valid evaluative finds serve as
a basis for prcgram modification.

Organize a PlarinnE) Committee with re-
sponsibility for :dentitying, creating and
developing special programs. This Plan-
ning Committee can provide a vehicle
for making recommendations related to
priority needs, identification of objec-
tives and general program development.

The preceding six steps will not solve all of
your agency problems, but they can put you in
a position to plan, evaluate and develop pro-
gram more systematically. The serious imple-
mentation of these six steps should lead to a
greater awareness of program goals and objec-
tives. Program operations will tend to be viewed
in relation to objectives with emphasis on con-
sistency between outcomes and operations of a
program.

Development A Misunderstood
Concept

Public agencies have labored and suffered
with the erroneous belief that all special pro-
grams most be successful on their Est try. Un-
fortunately, success has not been defined in terms
of criteria and attainment of specified outcomes.
It is only within recent months almost days

that a growing understanding of the concept
of development is starting to take root.

Essentially, development is a process or a
nwiols to attain predetermined outcomes or prod-
ucts. It involves inure than writing a description
of a program and implenienting it as written.
Program development rejects the idea that a
program in its first phases of operation is role-
(prate and sufficient. It anticipates change and
mo(lifieation of program operations so that
chances of attaining objectivc s arc maximized.
As with planning iincl evaluation, development
ref prires valid, reliable information as a basis
for reaching decisior.s abort it program operations.

Program evaluation provides one means of
gaining this informations and feeding it back at
decision points. This feedback serves as a means
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for identifying elements of program operations
that are not consistent with attainment of ob-
jectives. Having access to this type of informa-
tion about program operations, the program
manager iur agency administrator can give con-
sideration to weak elements of operations. As
appropriate modifications are made in opera-
tions, the chances of r ttaining objectives in terms
of outcomes increase. Continuous development
of program operation; daring the pilot or initial
phases of a program is important in Out it
enables the evaluator to describe the ingredients
of a program when and if they are actually in
effect. Too often programs have been initiated
but staff has not been trLined or materials have
not armed, consequ.mtly the full potential of
the program treatment has not been in effect. If
an evaluation is conducted, it will probably in-
dicate that objectives have not been attained,
the program was not successful, when in reality
the program was never delivered in full force.
The process of development is synonymous with
program refinem( at oe modification. It provides
a means for arranging program content and op-
erations so that the outcomes or products of the
program can be evaluated with assurance that a
describable program treatment was actually
delivered.

In order to initiato a developmental approach
to program operatiors, a mechanism must be es-
tablished in an agency to translate evaluative
information into program modification. A plan-
ning committee meeting at regalar times and
composed of key a,;ency staff can serve x;
practical means for reaching decisions related

to program modification. In some instances the
agency administrator may wish to work directly
with program managers to reach decisions about
program development.

The vehicle for operationalizing a develop-
mental point of view in any agency depends
largely upcn the partialities of the chief ad-
ministrator.

Once installed as a standard operating pro-
cedure, it provides a systematic way to engage
in closing the gap between program objectives
and operations.

PerspectiAe
PlanningEvaluationDevelopment describe

an orientation or a way of doing things. Taken
together they provide an effective means for key
agency personnel to be involved in program
sele;:tion, installation, evaluation and develop-
ment,

It ca. f-ae started as a "do it yourself project."
If several lop administrators are committed to
improving the Planning Evaluation Develop-
ment capability in an agency it will take root
and grow.

With time and experience goals become more
visible to all levels of staff. In turn their efforts
may become directed more effectively toward
outcomes that are consistent with the mission of
your agency. No panacea, no short cuts, no in-
stant answers, but a reasonable approach to do
a better job. PlanningEvaluationDevelopment
represents not only a response but an initiative
to operational needs and realities.
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Saturation
English
1Valtor T. Stamp

The program 1 am going to present to you is
a relatively new one principally directed toward
deprived and delinquent children.

In 1964, Dr. Daniel Fader, professor of Eng-
lish at the University of Michigan, developed
the program entitled, "English in Every Class-
room." Dr. Endeo's purpo,o in developing this
prograr... was his dissatisfaction with the way
English was being taught in many of the state's
public school systems. As an educator, who at
that time was involved in accreditation of Eng-
lish in many of the public schools, it was Dr.
Fader's view that teaching English in the schools
was a waste of time to a large group r, the
children attending thein. This large group was
the non-academically motivated, nun college
bound student.

The principle purpose of Dr. Fader's idea of
the teaching of English was that he envisioned
a plan whereby he could assist teachers in teach-
ing the Don-acadcmicilly motivated students in
terms of giving them useful and satisfying an-
swers as to why English was useful to them.
The main appreadi to learning in the program
wIs primarily to motivate students as well as the
reinforcement of literacy. The basis of the pro-
gram was that the problem was not primarily
one of literacy or intelligence, but one of moti-
vation. In order for Dr. Fader to put his con-
cepts to work, one of the first things he had to
do was to find a school in swhici, he could test
his ideas.

In 1961 he found such a school in the J.
'Maxey lbws Training School located at Whit-
more Lake, Nfichigan. The school suited Dr.
Fader's purposes for several reasons, the first Of
which was OM the sehool had not yet developed
an over-all curriculum in either the aadlemi:. or
vocational areas. Seeond, the population wake-
n!, of the selloii was to consist primarily of non-
academically inotivated, and noncolle!ie hound

f )a 0

students. Third, *I.7 staffing of this institution
was to be comprised of young and viable in-
siluctors who could relate well to these youths.

The introduction of Dr. Fader's concept,
called "English In Every Classroom," into the
Maxey Boys Training School curriculum was
based on the dual concepts of "Saturation and
Diffusion." Saturation, as Dr. Fader envisioned

proposed to surround the student with news-
papers, magazines and paperbound books. By
doing this. it was felt that the student would
eventually perceive them as pleasurable means
ID necessary ends. The socond of the two major
«incepts "Diffusien," as implied in its name, re-
I CIS to the responsibility of every teacher in the
program to make it an operational reality-. In
retaking the concept of Diffusion a reality, all of
our instructors Became intermediators between
die students arid functional literacy. In short, all
of our instructors in every classroom, whether
vocational cr academic, became teachers of
English.

To implement the two key concepts that Or.
Fader speaks of in all of the clas.;rooms, a mini-
her of steps were followed to insure operational
success:

1. A paperback library consisting of over
7,400 books of various subjects and titles
was created.

2. Daily newspapers and magazines in large
quantities were obtained for inc in all
classrooms, inchiding the library on a reg-
ular basis.

3. Dictionaries and writing journals were
given to all StildClItG, including new stu-
dents as they come into the school pro-
gram.

4. Regular meetings, «mil-nised of small
academic and vocational groups, were
scheduled with individual English teach-
ers serving as coordinators for the meet-
ings.

An important aspect of this program is the
emphasis that is placed on writing. It vac Dr.
Fader's feeling fiat students for the most part
learn how to write through the actual flr'i
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students. Third, the staffing of this institution
was to be comprised of young and viable in-
structors who could relate well to these youths.

The introduction of Dr. Fader's concept,
called "English In Every Classroom," into the
Maxey Boys Training School '..urriculum was
based on the dual concepts of "Saturation and
Diffusion." Saturation, as Dr. Fader envisioned
it, proposed to surround the student with news-
papers, magazines and paperbound books. By
doing this, it was felt that the student would
eventually perceive them as pleasurable means
to necessary ends. The second of the two major
concepts "Diffusion," as implied in its nall.e, re-
fsrs to the responsibility of every teacher in the
program to make it all operational reality. In
making the etincept of DiffusiM a reality, all of
our instructors became intermediators between
the students and functional literacy. In short, all
of our instructors in every classroom, whether
vocational or academic, became teachers of
English.

To implemcnt the two key concepts that Dr.
Fader speaks of in all of the classrooms. a num-
ber of steps Were Mowed to insure operational
success:

1. A paperback library consisting of over
7,400 books of s arious subjects and titles
Was created.

2. Daily newspapers and magazines in large
Tiantities were obtaineJ for use in all
classrooms, including the library on a reg-
ular basis.

3. Dictionaries and waiting journals Were
given to all students, including new stu-
dents as they cm -c into the school pro-
gram.

4. Regular meetings, comprised of small
academic and vocational groups, were
scheduled with individual English teach-
ers serving as coordinators for the meet-
ings.

An important aspect of this program is the
emphasis that is placed on writing. It was Dr.
Fader's feeling that students for the most part
learn how to write through the actual experi-

crce of writing. He likened this approach to the
athlete who continually practices and exercises
to build his coordination and muscles to attain
top performance. Writing, he maintains, also
needs to be practiced continually if a person is
to build good writing skills. With this concept
in mind, a syrtern was established whereby stu-
dents were asked to write for ten or fifteen min-
utes in each of the classes they attended during
the day. Students writing in this mandatory sys-
tem could either write what t'iey thought or
cpy articles or items from newspapers or mag-
in.ines that were supplied to all classrooms. In
n net instances these papers were not checked
for granutiati:al content, but rather for volume.

The journal, as a part of the writing program,
has an equally important part in Dr. Fader's
concepts. All students, as stated before, arc given
journals to b: used in their English classes on a
continuing basis until they terminate from the
school program. The purpose of the journal is
to provide the student with a field upon which
1 e can practr:e his writing. The students are re-
t,uired to write a minimum number of two pages
each week. At the end of each week these joui-
oals are turned into the English teachers and
checked for quantity and nothing else. Aside
from the prinjple purpose of writing exercise
.oul practice that students get from the utiliza-
tion of the joarnal, there are ether benefits that
are derived. In an institution:1 setting such as
Maxey where students ewe to us as socially
naladjusted offenders, there are in many in-
stances feelings of inadequac), fear and hatred
in their personality make-up. The journal in
many instances provides these )oaths with a
reticle to vent many of these feelings. While
this approach works well in an institutional
setting such as Maxey, it has on the other hand
created a few problems in sou le public schools.
The chief reason for this appears to be that a
staff who is trained especially to dial with (Inc-
Ronal problems of youths is much more pre-
pared and willing to endure al rasive and critical
remarks made about than in the journals. Aside
from this, the English instructor must remember
that whatever a student writes in his journal is
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privileged information as between a lawyer
and his client.

Dr. Fader's views on reading in the Maxey
school program are similar to that of his con-
cepts on writing. His belief is that students are
not likely to learn to read unless reading is made
a part of his entire curricular environment. The
program at the school therefore reciuires that
all teachers base a large part of their course con-
tent and a portion of their written exercises upon
textbooks designed to invite and encourage
reading. The textbooks that Dr. Fader refers
to are newspapers, magazines and paperbound
books that reflect the non-school world in the
classroom. This reliance on what Dr.F.nler. refers
to as von-school materials is based (-yr what he
feels are two distinct advantages. First, the tra-
ditional view of the textbook he feels should be
expanded to include many appropriate paper-
back boots and periodicals being published to-
day. Secondly, another great advantage of the
softcover (paperback) is that it is easily portable
and is by its very nature an invitation to posses-
sion and easual reading. If one were to take a
good look at the environments that most 14 our
youth conic from, they would find that most of
the reading ma crial that they come in contact
with in a pleasurable sense is found to he the
book and magazine racks at the local clrug. news-
stand and dime stores. With these concepts in
mind, the reading program at the school is op-
erating on the basis of a continual acquisition of
large amounts ,)f current magazines, newspapers
and paperi;acks. Classroom assignments in many
instances are based on information to be ob-
tained from these materials. The acquisition of
these materials has been worked out by obtain-
ing some through donations from magazine and
paperback wholesalers, newspaper publishers,
and funds from our operating budget for other
materials.

The library facility of the Maxey School is
an important part of the overall concept of tie
"English In Every Classroom- program. Dr.
Fader in his approach to the lib:cry system
urges the same basic reconsideration b2 applied
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that he advocates for the teaching of
and writing. The library system operatic
cntly in the Maxey School is aimed at ;

ing the problems of space, visual app,
reading activity. The general decorum o'
brary area is based on the concept that III
could learn much Irons operators of pal
bookstores, who havc learned to let the
handise sell itself. The appeal of such
the sttelent with colorful and higLly des
paperback books has had much to do us
success of the library and the motiva
reading. From an operational standpoir
dents are permitted to check out thret
at a time. English classes are scheduled
library on a systematic basis with the
instructor chorged with the responsibi
checking in and out the material read
students.

Up to this point I have talked ab
initial steps and concepts that scent 11

creation and operation of Dr. Fader's p
back in 1961. Since that time a NMI
changes have (teemed for a number of
ha summarizing this talk, I will attempt I.
out sonic of these changes, both posire
negative in nature. As a result, perhapr
of you who plan to adopt the 'English Ir,
Classroom'. concept in whole or in p[
learn from our experiences with it.

A. Tlie over-all concept of having writ
reading in all of the classrooms, al
theoretically good, nquircs a high
of communication and cooperatt,
tween staff and the various dep.1
chairmen. Added to this the nceest.
continual training for new stall h.l
this aspect cumbersome. As a rev
reading and writing aspects of ti-
gram have lactic limited to those
(Social Studies and English) tha
the most benefit from it.

B. The concep of the all paperback
remains sritlr us to this day. In tt
motivation. in getting students tr

it is highly sucessfel Major critic
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that he advocates for the teaching of reading
and writing. The library system oocrating pres-
ently ln the Maxey School is aimed at alleviat-
ing the problems of space, visual appeal and
reading activity. The general decorum of the li-
brary area is based on the concept that librarians
could learn much from operators of paperback
bookstores, who have learned to let their mer-
chandise sell itself. The appeal of surrounding
the student with colorful and highly descriptive
paperback books has had much to do with the
success of the library and the motivation of
reading. From an operational standpoint, stu-
dents are permiited to cheek out three books
at a time. English classes are .schedrled into the
library on a systematic basis with the Digits]]
instructor harg,..(1 with the responsibility of
checking in and out the material read by their
students.

Up to this point I have talked about the
initial steps and. concepts that went into the
creation and operation of Dr. Fader's program
back in 1961. Since that time a number of
changes have occured fot a number of masons.
hl sminnarizing this talk, I will attempt to point
out some of these changes, both positive and
negative in nature. As a result, perhaps those
of you who plan to adopt the "English In Every
Classroom- concept in whole or in part can
learn front our experiences with it,

A. The over-all concept of having svriting and
reading in al of the classrooms, rillhough
theoretically good, requires a high degree
of communication and cooperation be-
tween staff and the various &pawn( nt
chairmen. Added to this, the necessity for
continual training for new staff has made
this aspect cumbersome. As a result the
reading and writing aspects of the pro-
gram have been limited to those classes
(Social Studies and English) that derive
the most benefit from it.

B. The concept of the all paperback library
remains with us to this day. In terms of
motivation, in getting students to read,
it is highly successful. Major criticism at

this point appears to be that, although it
appears to offer a wide range of reading
material to high and middle academically
oriented readers, the selection and help
that it gives to low and non-readers is
limiied. Another drawback is the appar-
ent lack of care and responsibility that
students attach to the paperback. This
attitude is one that appears to exist in
corm. _lion with many of the goods and
materials we utilize in everyday life.
The cost On the other hand of purchasing
hardbound editions of certain books avail-
able in paperback appears to offset the
wear and tear factor. In some instances
it is possible to obtain three or four pap-
erbacks for the price of one hardbound
edition. This also means that greater dis-
tribution is available with more paper-
back editions.

C. The journal aspect of Dr. Fader's programs
is one that has proven to be highly suc-
essful aad rewarding. As mentioned be-
fore, the therapeutic, as well as the writ-
ing assignment value of the journal, has
led us to keep this facet of the program
unchanged.

11 After a thorough examination of Dr,
Fader's program, it is apparent to many
English instructors that this program is
an extension or adaptation of an "Indi-
vidualized Approach To Reading." It it
the opinion of this speaker that as a

singular approach to the problems of
reading and writing, the Fader concept
is excellent lint by no means the only
answer. jilSt as a good English TOstructor
utilizes many approaches to learning in
his classomms, the systems that are mt.
divive to learning should also be varied.

For t110.9: WI.1 wish to obtain Inure
detail about the "English In Every (lassroorn"
program, I %%Amid suggest a book written by Dr.
Fader entitled Ifookcd On Books: Program mid
Proof.
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The Manager as
Social Scientist
Edward I. StaMbrook, M.D.

1 took as my topic, The Mar, igcr as Social
'cientist." One of the determinants of that is
historical. About 30 years ago, Julian Huxley
wrote that the managers of the future 'Not. ld
have to be social scientists. 1 would submit to
you that the prediction has now come true. You
can infer different meanings at different con-
temporary levels. We might start here to prove
another saying, that is, an artist is not in advance
of his group, he is merely the first one to know
shat is happening to it.

Among all the crises that we can designate,
ring the way in which WC label the (-omen-

9orary CUTtlIfe, see might suggest that we are in
1 crisis of conceptualization because see are now
trying frantically to integrate the burgeoning
knowledge about ourselves which is being pro-
duced by the scientists. Every profession /mist
change its practice in accordance with what it
knows. Therefore, the increased need to know
what is happening to us comes from the wa, in
which we are studying ourselves and coneep
tualizing ourselves.

In the last 20 years even in the last five
or ten ).cars we have returned to an under-
standing and an acceptance of the fact that
medically each one of its is uniTie, that we arc
burn with a lot of already programmed possi-
bilities for behavior, same memory patterns
which :.re inherent in our bodies, bespeaking
awareness in which the body is yogrammed
iincler its long evohationary history. To function,
WC mist fell/gni-1C twat so many. of these inborn
problem ways of behaving, while they evolve
out of our adapted utility, are liO, par
featly, heeorniug maladaptive. We had a need
In control the external crivironmcm, and now
clinic's the added need to find the ways in which
we can use this evolved Iiiclogical huh that
left to itself and without cultural direction, is
assuming increasingly maladoptive forms.

n,)

For example, there is the whole probl.
the Li-transport metabolism aspect of the
which evolved early because man did u
very 'veil or very frequently. As a conseqi
it Was good whenever you found any fu
scrounge up as much of it as you cot
quickly as you could, Now, in a very real
this inborn mechanism for fat transport
coming maladaptive.

Then WC have the problem of how to
the maladaptive aspects of our evolved bk.!
behavior. It is becoming nialadaptive at
have a problem of how to control it by
and other kinds of intervention. This, the:
additional problems for us.

The reason, I believe, is our increaf,
crptance of the fact that see arc bodies. \I.

Janies asked the proper question in his
pies. -Are they ours or arc they us?" 01)\
our bodies are not ours, but arc they s
viously if the bodies are not ours, it is 01
bad syntactical import of the English hi
that makes us think that we have a bo;!
are a body, Bodies become humanized.
ized, and experience-organized with al
gcnctie unit;ce.nc:is, and this is f.n or,1

process. Inczetsingly our understandin:1
behavioral chi:lige must be informed.
underta id that we are bodies, that these
arc genetically programmed and uniciu
that we arc only obeying contemporary t!
as Ise understisaid them, not pessimistic

The 19th Century geneticist said, "Ws
ire horn )011 are done for: Obviously
sao attained s(tine further development
buy that.

Vii also loath' all kinds of facile pro;o
one boing that one's genes tontrol un
People interested in behavioral change
buy that byes ise they knew that moss
Wvre the result a ieorning weess, t
bask: of most all of them is basic liu
of every trait. The vaiteroporary genetn
"Slue, yon are N1111 genetically unique"
tilt se ,satterns for understanding of lint
and sitting up environmental compcm...t
so that the sulnerability issues in lea] I

merit :ul in Many 00111 ways." And the of
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For example, there is the whole problem of
the fat-transport metabasna aspect of the body
Which evolved early because man did not eat
very well r very frequently. As a consequence,
it was good whenever you found any food to
scrounge up as much of it you could as
quickly as you could. Now, in a very real sense,
this inborn mechanism fur fat transport is be-
coming maladaptive.

Then we have the prchlem of how to control
the inaladaptive aspects of our evolved biological
behavior. It is becomin.; -baIadaptive and we
have a problem of how to control it by social
and other kinds of intervention. This, then, JS?S
additional problems for us.

The reason, I believe, is our increasing ac-
ceptance of the fact that we are bodies. William
James asked the proper question in his Princi-
ples. Are they ours or . re they us?" Obviously
our bodies are not ours, but arc they us? Ob-
viously if the bodies are not ours, it is only the
bad syntactical import of the English language
that makes us think that we have a body. We
are a body. Bodies become humanized, social-
ized, and experience-organized with all their
genetic uniqueness, and this is an organized
process. Increasingly of r understanding of the
behavioral change must be informed: \\'e must
understand that we are bodies, that these bodies
are genetically programmed and tirique, and
that we are only obeying contemporary genetics
as we understand them, not pessimistic genetics.

The Nth Century geneticist said, "When you
are born cm are done for, Obviously people
who attained some further develominnt didn't
buy that.

ilso male all kinds of facile propositions,
one 'wing that one's la.'nes control one's fate.
Pelvic interested in In'havi-nal change didn't
buy trait because they knew that most traits
were the result of a learning process, and the
has of most all of diem is basic bettennant
of every trait. The co ent:mporar). geneticist says,
"Sure, ) on are l»In genetically unique, but all
these p 'Items for midi rstanding of uniqueness
and setting, up environmental compensation are
so that the vulncralnliy issues in real impair-
me »t and in many other ways." And the optimist

is beginn'ng to accept our bodies, I think, as
being increasingly impoilain: to us.

That may seem a little way from the whole
problem of managing an institution. Yet the
basic course continues, dna: is, when you are
managing people and manar ing behavioral prob-
lems, you are managi-ig Jodr?s: Indeed, in
bodes that do not change, nothing changes.

Because learning dia?s oxur ar'd behavioral
change does take place, by definition there must
be sonic change in biolo;ical processes and
particularly in the neuro'ogical-physiological.
This increased knowledge, I think, is going to
give us an added way of n unitoring the result,
the outcome of what we Here is all this
motor knowledge and nole:ular knowledge be-
ing invoh ed, and at I1C, : Mlle time, we have
shifted um attention to the Ways in which these
bodies Income hurnanizeq and socialized as

verybody becomes humanized and socialized,
Sometimes the human Iran action which occurs
in some kind of a suei.:1 se Ring can be defined
zis belonging to or part of, h'irinally or informally,
some sort of social insti;utie n tvhich has a struc-
ture and which has proxss 's going on within it.
Of course, the more :op rordinating directive
for all of this is the cultural value system which
provides the infeirmatioa th it says how the social
organizations believe is themselves. so that they
can control the behav or of persons, and how
this social contact affe cts even biological pro-
cesses. of which it is said, "A value can get
modified in the guts of the living."

Obviously, you eat talk about all behavior
of central beings as energy transformation in the
body under the direct on of inforinatior. Sonic
of this information is gt netically given and comes
out of the cell nutrients and is portrayed by
activity itself. Some of the information comes
out of the past experience recorded in the per-
son; some of that infer nation is corning from an
appraisal of the here and now; and mare of that
itcfonnalion is also ea mint_' from an appraisal
of the future.

!fere, again, I think I have added a Cif/tension
that behavior scientist!. 'MIA other persons inter-
ested in behavioral science do not put enough
emphasis on: the determinations of past upon

r>.)
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present. The science is just now moving into a
consideration of here and now problems of be-
havior. I would suggest that One S11011Id Lint

;ittribute the behavior of persons in a social
setting to anything else except That social setting,
when you know th,,t social setting is not creating
the so Ial behavior that you observe. You see,
this is a little bit different from expressing that
no matter 5rhere you are, the unconscious is

aluays there repetitively seeking to be out,
NI_Wl`f Mind the contemporary here 'inn] luny,
just try to understand how it seas.

am not, Is isd i r. throwing out understand-
ing of cull. past detenninations ssith the bath,
All of tis, 1 thillk. toe ugieeiug ioereasirigly that
optimum conditioning 1.I the lien. Ind 31015

transactions may be much more impoltam than
we uere s1 filling to tumult 111 or 1a s CM'S ago.
Eta I am also suggesting. therefore, that lie
present is the cause of dn. present and that lie
future is the cruse of the present. As l'olc-ssor
\Vold rilreatb suggested ertrs into it \HT, their
rnay he gonoration isitlimit a future. lint. in
any event, that is 110 11(''15 Made' (Ik(11%(1\' lint
is it a basis of speculation its to the appraisal of
the future. \\ien ue appraise their future. lie
are bound to that future even u itli ;Inger. kith
despair, or \yid' distress,

I ipiestion very much \\lather the rational
procedure is to try to treat them out of their
realistic scar of the future, or Whether it ;night
not be best to try to create 1 future which one
scans and uses something like hope and excite-
ment. or lie 'fling to tolerate oppression. feeling
that (inc. has smile place to go. I'ven the future
constructiim of a soeiety becomes Alit of the
concern s, lien pcc think rihout u hat n no ise tr log
to ,usage, lchat kind of a place We .ire tring to
arrange for the person s hose behavior WO ire
tiOng to change.

.1srsessing Curinna Social Trends
bor the last .20 or 31 s tars, in 100(1(10 1:1L-

1011(',111.M(1 .lrncriu,rn (iili/.16011, Ihcie h,0; 141'11
;ill increasing attempt to try to control all
1A-has:or In subsuming it inniti the rhetoric of

This has been significant gain, bi (mice.
other thill4j 1/611g 001.11. the belrasi.u. is he ing
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responded to 5% ith ith under-
standing, it is much better to label deviate
helm\ illr (In illness than it is t(11;11"(.1 it something
else. It also tends to train the ...ye of scientific
stuch rincl imagination ill tring to understand
it. and, ;LS See (10 so psy(-11'..Lfrically, sic must take
a position toward it fattorially What has come
out of this has not Intacit progresske. In effect,

sac, -It is better to continue this trend of
subsuming all (lei late India\ ior iindt r die rubric
of illness, primarily of psythiattic illness, :uxl
therefore. xve gist everIrocb a pscliiatric dis-
ease." Because ar ineruliclin ours. I ... I.11 die

increasing windier of pi.Tsons 11.

cull illness. Nil' find 0111'S('1%,
to I Si ateI' din\ fl L sir Ireatmem
in other Sources 01
siting under the disease no .1

yirin,A kit h1 111,
tlic. do in the transaction ,

d to sonihoNv mar
him anti this tan sointhor
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responded to with compassion imd with under-
standing. it is much better to label deviate
licqativior an illness than it is to label it something
else. It also tends to train the eye of scientific
study and imagination in trying to understand
it. and. as we do so psychiatrically, we must take

position tOWal (I it factorially. \ \-hat bas come
tint of this has not been progressive. In elicit,
\yr say, is better to coratinuc this trend of
siibstiiiting till deviate behavior under the rubric
of illness, primarily of psychiatric illness. and
therefore,. tyc giVe merybodt it psythititric dis-
ease. liecanse tie ()very\ helm ourselves With the
iticic"11'4 nt111.1,1. of ptrsntt. 55.11"se distress

illness, {ilia es ti>ing heroically
to WiLtrr du\tn 11111 treatment responses, bringing
iii other staircts of tiecessoiy personnel. all oper-
ating tintLa the disease model and all being,

itintidutcd s011leNN hat by tilt' Idea that is haft\ cr
they do in the tralisactien yvitli ti person is

designed to sitmeliott ameliorate hint or help
iind this can sums chtity Le tall( d therapy.

'Ulna-apt obviously is still the provinta. very
definite professional qualification.

the oilier vv.n ti, would he ton suite the
(list's of tont cptiialiiatrat. Lod quest:toil isle they
or not are (Ail distress is

ed a ps>chiatric illness. A lilt find of disease
model 551' are going to 11Se. 111(1 if it is a rational
disease model to list'. Vie imporitiat thing is
that tie need more inletpiate disease iiiRclels is

%yell Yvillinguess not to ;Ise tI disease model
vv lieu it is not rational and ,t1)propriate.

Lnnl hems aridity sic have used the disease
model. Fcir esiunple. a recent duly of 150 chil-
dren in Nett fork Catv showed that 75` it!' those
children in the first gr:Itle here
4;11\ i4Jes, :and their htlito itir \vas definitel> af-
fected try tin it espicssien of that tutsict>. .1n-
other I0': item significantly iipatlietic, or \slut
\\ as called deprusstal.

It Ill I\ , \ t 11 he Ilt,tt these itpmnsus are
responses to the sunrrnnrdi it's and to the lift.
situation and that. theiefote, the rational iv ay to
thatc4ae these iesponscs is 140 lu (1('SillsIlhlte ituli-
\iahtais dll.1111L. 11\ 111 1 tit lath( i to altar
their social inteiattions of

the social transactions that go on between thorn
anti those surroundings.

I \\octet stiggest that there ;Ire too few psy-
chiatrists in state hospitals and in all other
hospitals there is an overload of psychiatrists and
tin 1111dcrllad of ps>-cliologists who know how to
use the social process for resocialitation. The
name -hospital- is undoubtedly a matter of
semantics, nia> he a misnomer. \\Then >.01.1 call
something it hospital, you have to show that
medical titt..iition is given. I believe one Of the
great diffieeltit'S holding Ill) the development ef
the centemporar> large psychiatric hospital is

the desil_mation el hospital. The large psychiatric
hospital is a specific designation of a 'hospital.
\Ve have looted Iron] costodial institutions to
tit( rapclitic institiitiohs. and \Ye not\ trust move

institutions. \\lien y011
e to des elepriicutitl inslihaliuns, )m1 do not

have to cliiiiist our energies, as little as they
inn be. in futile ittlempts to play out the doctor-
patient ..2,11110 \Oh individual IhItielits.

.1 hat is the trend of ti.e Hole. tvliich is in-
-!t"i11'4 to entire to 11)H)ciliatri('

as \tell as to penal institutions. In social cley.clop-
mental institutions people C'iLII come to learn any
thing they need to learn in order to lie resource-
ful, adaptive human heing;. Such institutions do
not bane to ha nuns tored tinder the ideal of the
disease Meth, I Is most of the
transactions are therapeutic.

The Social Therni)ist
MI of itry life I have been a directr of some

sent of pst abiatrie liespital. I f every one of my
p,alicnts cuuhl h,ne the kind of (AperientI: he
Heeds at tlit time lie nceil, it, then obviously
Ieithl hi itiamiging the hospital as a therapeutic
iigent, I v mild like to sec administrators consider
themselves real social therapists, not merely
administrators, he cause, in ,t sense, the social
ci'rr'i inpoitti titer is titatil, With :he

1.4 consider the relationship ii lieu tine goes
into on orgatiiiatit do this pit-'iciii ir task.
ohs jells!), king Your iclual self, but
>otir sell beltast tit st ithin the oiganiiation not in



terms of .ps (hods 'Linde factors or idiosncratic-
factors :done, but also in consideration of the
eia...4atilic. life, 1.4111 will %vault lo assess Cho indi-
S 11(11.1\-ior of everyune in yoor c)rganizatiou,
imclerstanifing that sell w(ial role enact-
meld eciaals inch\ belatvior. citicstion
then 11 that social role cmaitmerit

precht4 nil.; the belia for that you might ssahtt
fiols at. facilitate.. or siippres.;, lin(v 11111(11

of it is a matter of itlies>nclatie self. You
1.11oy that the role' 411 being .1 palic.ilt tleriencls on
the Itospit,11 or ;1.11. 1,141(1 11f institnlinn. not only
in :Le terms of helms ior of that individual. but

impurtaiitl ficealiso ode enactment 1,tl\vays
turns into self-im-
provenient. and the sell ant 11 the social
1.01, it , u,tcts \ 111 11111 511iii.j.eNtl'11. li111111) HMV :1).40

th:1l it 1111 \I. 11111.11 till 1 i ti/ 2(1 sears in the
(10"1"1),11 a inin',11",ratic

\\ hen 51)11 ((ere (lit flit) 1011

11111 Ii stitutiun 1405 Intl) \ till 11111, anti j1I this
5(11)V. (oh 11,111 1.11{5 role (.11,coment
(Illi(h indicates the lea' 11411.45ior ;toil leading
to an .411d)..sis 01 the impeitaeiee 01 rc)le-fir11dlue-

1)411,ts ior autl 114m- much of it 11,1s to do lVit11
the 11115 4.111.41

'VR.(011'11(11 in 11111' I\ 5 h.:Ink 11115111t.il 1 11,1 Vio

`till'Illt)f 1114' .51111e1 residents
115((1111111545 5(itll.nit :10\ j11!..t, 1111(.5A11111S 511111 as

111rs5 tie Iliat 1his resident is play-
ing ill 111, fr;._!,91i/.1tiwi ;11111 the role 111;,1 the 0,;(1
15 111.11 together? 1 lose much are
the role enialitilms tespnusil,10 for the 11c11,,vior
thit 14/),..s hi'1%5(t11 tli1t11. Utli of 4511101 111.)\

(111111 5111)(1 i 15111 s pr4,1414aii. am] hose lone]) of
it iS 1 11,((111 N1(

("sualf it is said, -11'411. you kninv, 1%,011 are
lia111.4 itli the !patient, IF the patient
is Li difficult sii1111 railwr 411,111 riling.

\5,a1i..14 r ((Hilt ,1(k till Sill 1,11 1111(litt11t15, of this,

liaru.a lion that may he (ansin,...r, this circinn-
staucc.'. "1 his 1I111. 514,)11 (All ill
ti 11111:4 111131it,i1ICO. It 0.111 Ill' .11111NI'll till)
ailiiii,aration 1f 1.(1 oit!iii/ation.

1.11 115 5,11 dill I 11.1 \ A' unrso or a t1),11 her in
the e...4.111ifation 4eneia11. she is tionirz, till'
ors_.,.ini/cti,aial task. 11'1 5(111 assume <1150 that

3

F;(11.a4 .1. Stninbi-ook

(Lc is (11,1i1p2; Mho is hest to do
tio11,11 standpoint. That 111.1y 11(' .1 rare employee,
l)111 lets assume it as .1 poss,HIity,

1140c eau' this nullfs,Itional state be changAl?
It tau he (hanged III 411111,5 t'' It are 1!,0i1-01, 011 in

Ir.C11()4[011 151"11(('s515 1f the bod, either da,
re( ily iciatd to the internal Still/1.11i 12\tt/11,11

lieause 41:- in-
ter 11,11 silu.11i1e1. (1111(11 Illit) 11.111 till I
to \\ kit g11im, 111) ;u'o111111 hs. lit' .11

.115)1 he 1:11,11/grti 1c tSttli),11 (liC11111S1.111(Vs.

111 order to 111,11.1' 0115 (1.1.1(1'1)t a5 l,111 g11111' as

11u,sihle, lets use a muse in char.-J. III a \\ ant
,Ill )111) till 1)111

in 1 \\ aid 5111)li \ Iii III the 111:1,ipir
(11 (1 tliiir.....,h1,111 !L 21 11,1111,.. .1,111 .111 the an-
( isennuf till' ol',11 11111:2 1114411'/Ali1011 alld

.11511 `Ile is ,111 c (C(11tilic 1141

1 4,11011i 1.141' 111.111 ill tl.11t111

.11,11 4. II r 111 the I.1-t.l.111j/.1.1 11)11 ((1l1 ( vI111 Ill it
fi(4. slip, 101 4'101,11i:14 : the 111,411.
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This is liv no ineans confined to nurse;.. !tow-
ever, this is the position of the nurse in an
organization which, by its structure creates ecn-
flict situations to Which persons normally react
with anxiety and anger.

The nurse 1110 y spread this disaffection
throughout die hospital. She may call her friends
together on the ward and create a loci zed
abscess of emotional disaffection resulting in
lowered morale. Other adaptations would cause.
the person to seek ways to discharge her resent-
ment Littler in task-doing or sometimes by alter-
ing that task-doing,

Other call happen Li) teachers and
ntirtitti, to p!iysiCia I IS, to assistant directors, to
directors. to everybody in an organization, and
orVur a long petioci of time. to patients, in the
sense that when !ion avi it conflict in any situa-
tion and create :111glT y011 May lia):C. 11SY (11050,
matte aherriltions mid implications. Many cm-
plo ues go home It the C11(1 of the day complain-
ing of undue fatigue. .111(1 being very. very tired.

There is are/tiler secrind,ri aspect of this
change of cilist:(1111CITCC which WaS obvious
at the beginning it veil go home depressed,
tired. empty, the u, of course, irk:oho] may he-
come one of the ways to retires. that distress.
One may sy th, ,v, are circumstances under
which ,alto!, hevcrage achieves something
which is ,- e/atimially engendered, so that is
one of II_ kslit s.

Anodic, issue ionsly would he that one
ratraatds a more permanent adaptation to this con-
cept areout, situation. If I don't want to be made
anxious by OW Orgallilat Iona! conditions of life,
then. obviously. I caul start saying. "Well, I will
listeu, but I un'1 respond emotionally.- That is
to siy, %%4,111 care. I NVOIIl be decmotionalf:ted
by participation in the organization. I swill refuse
r.

this t iiramistauce.o,ne iii a) find that people
begin to if., the hinct 1ilx with low owl.
imtriains ici the IIL.oiizational task. and by
taking moil, less responsihilitx-i

bust, are just some i the things that go on
in of ganilations. 1,Vi, all know these, I think,

00

quite well, but I have been in organizations
erniug4 to know that so much of this is take
just the natural ;Ind necessarily durable e
quence of how people conic together. How
if you are trying to moderate and maim
social system which is going, hopefully,
behaviond change, in education and in treat
processes, and in helping processes, prim
what you have to offer are obviously the sea
but die services are riot necessarily medie,r
services are experiences, and what experiel
one offering,? /hopefully, one is offering gr
experiences, resocialization experiences, lea:
and developmental experiences. The real ta
management is to organize the social systc
that these experiences can happen with the
interference from the development state of
sons implementing those experiences.

In this sense, one has to be aware e
whole system and wh.it one needs t do in
to keep it flexible, viable, open, and rasp
to Iii needs.

Effectiveness and Efficiency
It seems to me that one important delis

of this kind of thinking is that we has to
a distinction betty en efficiency and eller tic..
They are not the same. An orgaiatatilai c.,
efficient and not bi very effective.

There is no evidence that sxinpatlietic
ing or any managerial seminars relating to I
relationships have contributed to any ors,
Con, 'fit this hasn't stopped businesses
using type of instrumentality to pi',
units which :ire continuing to use such ti.:
tactics. Then Iasi' t perhaps. for othi
poses than teaching sensitix:ity to personnel
a is ay of training employees Ia II lgaith
xvithout too much trmble. and it ina be
of therapeutic exla I knee for persons sit.
been demoted,

Valiat I and getting at fate is, if .
Milled in the organization l regular. Ii.--

oppoitunity for pet 'plc to r,av how. it is \sit:,
mud to experience openly what this are is
each other. then this would Ic,alls he a di
11)C Ilt al institution for CNCTybody.
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quite well, bir.t. I have been in organizations long
enough to know that so much of this is taken as
just the natural rod necessarily durable conse-
quence Of hots people come together. however,
if you are trying to moderate and manage a
social system which iS going, hopefully, into
bell:is-limit change, in education and in treatment
processes, and in helping processes, primarily
what you base to offer are obviously the services,
but the services are not necessarily medical, the
services are experiences, and What experience is
one offering? hopefully, one is offering growth
experiences, resocialization experiences, learning
and developmental experiences. The real task of
management is to ()rig:wiz(' the social system so
that these experiences can happen With the least
interference from the dev..lopment state of per-
sons if oplementing those experiences.

In this sense, one has to be av-arc of the
whole system and what one needs to (10 in order
to keep it flexible, viable, open. and responsive
to his needs.

Effectiveness am. Etlicklicy
It seems to me that one unpin-tart derivative

of this kind of thinking is that we have to und:e
a distinction between efficiancy and effectiveness.
They not the same. An organization can he
uffieient and not be very effective.

There is no cvid,'nce that mpathetic train-
ing or any managerial seminars relating to human
relationships base contributed tr any organiza-
tion. let this Imasift stripped businesses frem
using thi., type of instruipuntality to product'
units which are continuing to use such training
tactics. They use them., perhaps, for other pur-
poses than teaching sensitivity to personnel. It is
a way of training employees in :in org,,,) ,;tion
%%it11(4a till) much trouble. ond it May be a sort
of dal-apt:laic experience for persons who have
been denuded.

What I am g, tting at here is, if you could
indict in the organization a regular, un-going
upl'otttrttity for people to s:n bow it is with then)
and to tApurictac Openly M11,1t tics are in with
each other, then this would really he a develop-
mental institution for evely.body.

However, we know that increased knowledge
and increased awareness does not necessarily
make for effectiveness but, nevertheless, tire
person in the organization who does such things
as adequately communicate provides those situa-
tions where people are allowed to give autonomy
to their institutional task, as much as it can be
given, so that one maximizes his participation,
\\ien you come bacl.: to putting managerial
understanding of how you treat people in the
system and what the system does to people, then
I think we can return once 11101e to what I was
suggesting in the beginning.

For what we call deviate 1-Kbavior or im-
paired behavior, the real regress is the provision
r,f learning experiences which will change the
behavior that we are looking at, reduce the
impairment, or increase the sari; I abilities of the
person. In order to do that. the pLiticnt must
have actual experiences, and moreover, one has
to See that this increasingly has to be in the order
of learning. We 'mist stop thinking of our insti-
tutions in tennis of what is the diagnosis and the
diseases behind it, with all of the connotations
being that if you don.t. know time ultimate power
of the disease, you caul cure it. Cure is one of
the most handle:11)011.g concepts one can have
when mo are dealing with the behavior of
persons. It you ate dealing with a disease like
schizophrenia for which we do not knots of any
cure .mind the concept is that you can only dis-
charge the person it he is cured, then obviously
he is never going to get out. The cure concept

a ir.:nitcd one.
1"ou 1111W. ;1110Cate to various persons the

functions that are going to be used in facilitatin,-;
change. I .tin suggesting that in our institutions
we have not studied ourselves from the stand-
point of effectiveness. We have approached our
personnel problems by iuemea"ing the need for
prson6., paiticularly in the psychiatric area,
completely in the w long way. What we should
do is ti tat ,mauls ie eve tran...ittion that ones
on 1,, try e to ollirsCh es .111(If our (IV to ouch r--
stand why this tiansa, Gra what is its
pill post., tt 11,LI is it in the plan of tie m,,thomimo of
this program \slim is it \me ale cameo:, to have to
do to t (Iris plan :it

C2 (3



\limn you ,..et all these transactions eninner-
:ibid. then voia will have to gather them and sat ,

NV(111(101 who can do these transactions.- When
-you decide who Can (ILI these transactions, decide
N1.110 I !ley w iii be and what kind of person lie sill
Itale to he fit Itrd,f. 10 do them. you win come 10
on NN-dy of repairiiig the inimpossier
situation. We just du not do this kind of study.
Ve are in a helping situation about letting some-
lualy else stud). it, Lind I suppose this is one of
the reasons why mciicinc r. elf has been so
amliivalent in letting social scientists come into
medicine. because 1110 secial scientists, by defini-
tion, will ritics. That is to say. they will
point out inefficiencies and may stig-gcst different
sitass (I, the repair, helping, restorative

tilt.' great change that )(tuts (hoes
not occur by these secondary teaching attempts,
or by sulsitisin training outside or in-service
traiNing inside. The great change in the organi-
/talon is !nought about by administrators who
(kluge the urganiialiiol, That is to say, by sup.
phinitintal Changes in the organization itself. The
administrator has great possiliility wilco he goes
in Ill in.inage ;in organization. Ile can either use
the existing sociiil strin tore, tic can modify it, or

:TC:litt. S111111' flew strintores within. 1

sulinfit to )(Hi that at this time we are going to
Lase to decide Si tilt' oeis- functions for our

tAiSting OrgallitatiOn, and We May have to havo
so)1u IteW organitatims, I think for our services
now in behavior modification and control, we
ought to get away from our system history, to
sec ourselves personally no longer as custodial
subrogates but see to ourselves as treatment
lieu ILIes, lind to look forward to what people
need in terms of the kind of behavior that will
keep them adaptive.

This implies an understanding of the organ-
i/aticl. of the social processes of behavioral
change with more 1:111iNVICdge and power with
which to iinpiement our efforts. We can change
to real development iii.titutions where people
may come and they don't need to come to be
eptertained. They inay come for an hour. It does
not need to be one institution. It may lie a col-
lection of thew, but the important thing is that
the emphasis has to be on reletrning, resocializa-
tion, new socialization, and development. This
is not a therapeutic process. it is an educational
proCeSS, it is a SOCi.11 411.1111iC process. it seems
to 1110 that We could fluidity Husky's insistence
that the Illaihig.ers all' social scientists. 111)1 that
the manager ()light to be a developmental sociol-
ogist so that he (-Lin apply an understanding of
how the whole system facilities will increase the
development of 11CrtiIlls.
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Encouraging Children
To Learn
Rudolf Drrikurs, MD.

I am very pleased that I was ire ted to speak
to this audience about encouragement. In my
oiiinion and experience, the problem of en-
couragement is one of the most fundamental
problems in our whole problem of education.

Why is encouragement so crucial? It can be
well said that whatever you du to a person,
particularly to a child, the significance of what
you are doing to a large extent will depend upon
whether encourage or discourage him.
fang people who try to correct the child in the

process discourage the child even blither, One
can actually come to the conclusion, watching
what goes on, that people seem to be ch termitic('
to discourage each other, almost as a necessity.

Why is this discouragcnent so dangerous, so
fundamentally dangenws? A great deal leas !wen
written and said about what can be considered
normal behavior. Many think it is normal to do
what everyone else is doing. In every society
different nouns have developed. alai 'whoever
behaves is line with demands of society. is [Rif-
Ma Average is normal, or normality 's the
absence of pathology. lint what is pathological?
Is conformity normal or abnormal? Then a great
deal of discussion goes 111/. which, in my mind,
misses the point.

It ,is one of the incrits of Alfred Adler, my
teacher. to have uttered a clear-cot definition of
normality which goes beyond the norms estab-
lished by society. it is not trite that society is
the largest predominate factor that is normal
because society, as such, can by abnormal, too.
Adler found that we can behave nounally and
fulfill liorsdvcs only hcif we act on the basis if
a feeling of bolongairr

Adler used the German term .ctnicinschaft-
sgcjiild, a feeling of belonging, very poorly trans -
lated lido social into/est. Only ulleft. you Itch
that you belong as an equal, where you are sure
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of your place, only there do you function in a
normal way in line with the needs of the
situation.

It seems that in our culture we almost sys-
tematically deprive each other of this feeling of
being good enough, Everyone strives to have a
place for himself through education. Ile never
realizes that lie never will feel belonging as he
strives to be someone. The more he strives to be
somebody the less secure he can be. Why? If
one does not realize that one belongs by one's

.'fy existence, What 11111e Will Obtain Will never
be enough. And this is pathological for our
society. Nobody is good enough, as is We
deprive oar children in this competitive strife of
the realization that they have a place by their
mere existence. We drive them out to be 1110re
and more, and for (Ally single child who be-
comes iire acadeinically and socially. there are
hunch eds and hundreds who fall by tl. wayside
and never really believe !buy are good emir 411.

This doubt in one's value diminishes our
ability to participate fully in a give-and-take
kind of social event.

Our cliddRn, like any social beings, want to
belong, and as long as the child is not dis-
couraged, he mill try to belong by doing what
hi' should be (1011C. When the child is
discom aged, he switches to the useless Silk.
hhu, we find ourselves today in a most unusual
pathological sitnation yvhere hardly iiny child
functions in a um 1. 11 way. For instance, the
term -brotherly I, , 0- was once :1 symbol of
gre,:test (ley' t ion. Today you wouldn't wish
111- worst ILuilly to be treated as brothers treat
brothers.

We take it for granted that people have to
fight for a piece of status yi hich cannot be ob-
tained. We arc living in .1 most pathological
condition and mosi II pie don't 1.110W about it.
The re is is hexer am six i tg s ul on [hi!: earth

didn't know uhat to (1,) Ills ynilnila
except our parent,. It has gnu, so far that inis
behavior 111171/011,r1 Irl children has become

"c"):::ffasios, lit, is 555 .1 knoll n on ioYt
delinquency, create] an iillpOrtarit (WM He



of sour place, only there do you function in a
normal way in line with the needs of the
situation.

It seenis that in Our culture we almost sys-
tematically deprive each other of this feeling of
being good enough. Everyone strives to have a
place for himself through education. Ile never
realizes that he never will feel belonging as he
NiticeS to be someone. The more he strives to be
somebody the less secure he can be, NN'hy? If
eve 'Ices not realize that one belongs by ones
t Cry t. iiSICHCC, What one Wilt Obtain will never
be enough. And this is pathological for our
society. Noliody is good enough, us is. We
deprive our (1104.1n11 in dill; competitive strife of
the realization that they have a place by their
noire 0Xistence. ItVe drive diem out to be more
and more, and for every single child who be-
tomes more academically and socially. there are
laidreds .Inc[ hundreds win- fall by the wayside
and moll rcally believe they are good enough.

This doubt in line's value diminishes our
ahilih h' participate fully in a give and-take
kind of said Gwent.

0O; C110(11(11, like any social bci11145,
licloirg, and as bong as the child is /14 dis-
couraged, he will try to Itching by doing what
he knows should be done. When the child is
discouraged, he switches to the useless side.
Thus find ourselves today in a most unusual

where hardly any child
etions in a normal way. FOr instance, the

Irtm on,c, a sy,,,bui of
tirt ()HIM. Ted,ly you WOUldn't Wish

your 't <arst enemy to Iac treated as brothers treat
'broth( rs.

WU. Like it for granted that people have to
fight for piece of status which cannot be ub-
(Mina]. We are living in a most pathological
iaulition and most p,.ople don't know about it.
Mere was iicv,,r ally living soul odrth

didut loww w hat Ti) do with ills young.
rcpt golf F.ittlils. it h so far that nais-

Liflaw ir,r .174 ink!) ii1)11 in children has become
team.

VI la Id vi Po is W 11 1,10Wil on
Jelin iva racy. < reatof aia important Ile

speaks about a eontirnum of norm violating
behavior of our children, One angle is the con-
tinuum of the child who can't get up in the
morning, \\Ito can't go to bed at night, who eats
too much or cats too little, and fights with his
brothers and sisters. To make him do any useful
contribution ariumcl, the house, in other words, to
make him become ihe average American child is
otir task.

At the other end of the continuum is the
juvenile delinquent. There is no qualitative dif-
ference between them, only a quantitative differ-
ence of rebellion. There is a war going on
between adults and children, and most people

m't know it. The only person of any significance
who realized that besides ourselves was Maria
Montessori.

bufoie her death in India, she pub-
lished in the Iluntcsiori :Vogt/zinc a touching
appeal for disarmament in education. She spoke
about the w, .r which takes place in every family
and in every schoolroom. Why is it? What hap-
pened that you bncamt, linable to do something
that cAu.rybo:ly else in the history of mankind
knew to do. You see, raising children was
based 1111 tradition. (lac 1,,,'arned it from one
generation to the other. There was nu need for
Looks. study groups, lectures, and so OIL

In "South Sea Islands,- Margaret I :cal de-
scribed a number of primitive societies, each of
which raises children a different way and all
have different personality types. But in each one
of these tribes, children are raised in the wane

and have been for lauldrcds of generations.
Our (111(11111a is that the traditional method

of raising children is 111)S01(1f. Only in the LEI
few decades, we in AineriCa 01)Iaill(1.1 a degree
of equality unheard of in the history of mankind.
This (quality is little onclei stood. People have
to learn to list. with each other as equals. VC
(1, n alize what the basis of equality is.

It is the 11!)W;i1i14nc1C I') 51)))Mil If) did.ifi0)),
,111r1 Ili(' it .;ill going on leading to a civil

air in the lliiited States bets\ec11 nli these groups
nine are willing to slibmit. 'Women no

on ;el submit to the dictates of 11101. labor
fights iig,tin,t the dictation of manrgcmcnt.
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Negros fight against white supremacy. Children
fight against authority of adults, .ind the war
is on.

We need die change in our families. Other-
wise, parents simply don't know what to do) with
the children and in this mutual warfare which
goes on, everybody becomes discouraged. The
vast majority of all our families begin each new
day with a fight. And the parents get discour-
aged. We are living a life of frightened people.

are pessinnstie. We don't believe in our
ability, we don't believe in our parents, we don't
believe in children, simply because we have not
learned how to live with each other as equals,
nor how to consider each other as equals. This
has a tremendous influence on the behavior of
our children.

l'Ve can safely say, a< Iron: ;is a child is not
discouraged, he is willing to do) what he is sup-
posed to do. It is only the question of being
willing to learn. wittier to pailicipate, willing
to do all the things which 1)11e 1..111 eyxct 1.11.111-1 a
11/111, tin child should know exactly what he is

to do. RH' when he is dkcomaged, he switches
to the uso less side. and soi no. find this continuum
of violating liAavior as cAprt...i.sic.11 of children
who Kaye the wrong idea of honk' they OW belong.

There to four )noali, of mislichaving children.
IOU 71111tit 51.1) 111 tonal that all behavior is pur-
poseful Ih has Mr indicates the \c.o, one tries to
Inc.' a place in the conerinuiiy. The four goals
rf disturbing behasio, cypress it mistaken ideal
oil the part o if the child for the conditions which
makes him feel he can belong.

'1' he fiat goal is (Iceland for ;Mention. lle
Tikes to get the ;mention in a pleasant way if lie
can, but if h doesn't get (Iii attention in a

pleasant way, he doesn't mind to disturb. Ile
prefer; being scolded. frightened, and pouislied,
than king igam«I. \\ hen he is i;-:,noored, he fuels
lost. So the fight begins,

Now. we parents roil teachers to to tell the
child, 'Stop mooning I1S, DO flit' 111111,.:!S

to C1.." .111(1 1111' 11011 is 011. VI-11C11 11111.'

IRA ,1111; 1111.11' 1.111(11,l', the C1111.11 nuiyrs Ill goal
No. 2, nItiyli is power.

1 le will ()poly 1(11 yon, "If nor don't let inc

3

(.10 1 hat 1 ward, \"(111 (1011.1 use inc." the child
fuels entitled to do what lie pleases, what he
likes. In ()or homes and in our schools, par-
ticularly in the nictrovtlitan areas, we are raising
;in increasing number of tyrants, children who
dominate the family. Parents and teachers are
not prepared to deal with this. They don't know
what to do. lien the fight becomes more in-
tense, the child no longer wants attention or
power. He can feel significant only if he can
hart ;ea adult as ouch as he can hurt them. The
niost victims of clinclren are those who feel
significant in revenge, goal No. 3.

Then we found goal No). 4. children who feel
Si) discsouragysi, they want to he left alone. ;,e
sal part is that p.irctits and teachers are 1101
trained in understanding the goals of the child
and therchue fall for it. Here is the tragedy:
traditionallx-. such conflicts (.:moot exist. In an
.oitocratici society, you had 111C ili.1%%11- to bej1
111011 (ION% II, :111(1 awn. Ni ure authorities supported
by society. Today. it more. 'rocky.

yini fight with the child, you ;ire lost. The
child is a much better fighter. Today. the child
is not n Ming to give in., and as a consequence.
sive find that the children manipulate the adults.
parents and teaclicas alike,

The puvrots 11151 teachers nil() don't know
the goals of the child reinforce the goal. doing
evict]) what the child wants thou) to do. Vo'c
hart' tr train parunts and leachers to svitlidraw
from the iraimpoilations o) the childrcia
can't. because they feel they are obliged 1.1

.0.11(!..i. the <hid. tla. slightest
ass..n moss of the fact that N.\ oft mid ininishinci.',

pinlishinnit. is till. cffettive '.11111
1.11,1SS111 \ 111 ;In ;Ititoclatic society.

he only chitdrun who rrspnild in punish-
unlit are those who dull l 111011 it, llic-y are the
oces nn 1)1fIll,11111. to in) 1111), r it the re st
of their list s.

'I It rt ,111' 1411(1, 1%11.111 1,111 IS,1111 Sk.
.:11 il11 lye up oil pnui.bin th51n with y, iy tem-
pormy irs..11s. Hilt ,o,11.tt is 11111c.h %%LT s 11 hi II
you ,1 c],i1(1 child in his reali/a-
tion of his equality leek that lie has the same
light to ',wash :1 OH. 1 111'.( oils 11 mutir,i1 c-



do ii hat I svant, you don't love me." The child
feels untitled to do what he pleasos, what he
likes. In our homes and in our schools, par-
ticularly in the metropolitan areas, Nye are raising
an increasing number of tyrants, children who
dominate the family. Parents and teachers are
not prepared to deal with this. They don't klI(YX
What to (10. NVIlell tie fight bt.conies mole in-
tense, the child no longer wants attention or
power. Ile can feel significant only if lie Can
11..111 an ;1(1111t as much as he can hurt them. The
most vicious of children ;ire those' 51110 feel
significant in revenge, goal No. 3.

Then we found gout No. 1, children who feel
so discouraged, they ssant to he left alone. The
sad part is that parents ,ind teachers are not
trained in midostanding the goals of the child
and therefore 1.11 for it. Here is the tragedy:

such conflicts cannot esist. In an
autocratic soviet'. you had the passer to beat
than itl i there were (itithorities supported
by society. it doesn't go ,,,w more T.( lay.
\\ben lio fight sitli the child. 'e0 are I, A. The
Child is .1 much better fi2,1iter Tridm . the child
is not willing to gist in. and as .1 cialsequence,
we find that the children inaoiptilate the adults,
parents and teachers alike.

The parents :aid teachers ss ho don't know'
the goals of the child reinforce the goal. doing
u\acti hat tie (mild ,flits them to do. We
have to train parents cud teach( is to iiitlidrirsv
from the manipulations of the children. lies
can't. bec.ine they feel they are obliged to
sirbdiai the child. 'flies 11,1e not the slightest
(rwarefiess of the fat t that RAIlit
tal palticnlarh punishment. is ooh effective :111(.1
1/1.'(1.'S.`11 iiI1 ',HOD(

The only children ttlio respond to punish-
mild are lac/ /11.111 it. 'hive (ire the
inn!, \Oil,. 10)(1' punish ii. 11 ,n, other it the rest
of their lives,

11111. it \tam to impress,
la up 4111 1)111110111it.: ti i III i ith sciy tem-

porary lesulfs. lint is hat is made tor, .shin
)0t, polish a (told t al,ic, the child in his realiza-
tion of his equality feels that he has the same
right to polish son. 1 licse ads of mutual re.

t.liation fill our homes and our elaSSTOMIlS. We
need completely new ways of stimalating chil-
dren froth within.

Our of the first necessary inet'iods is the
proeos of encouragement.

One can well say, if an adult doesn't know
'row to encourage, he cannot stimulate in move-
ment and function, W'e arc interested in motiva-
tion modification, in having the children get
away from the demand of attention and power.

One of the most effective ways of training
adults to be wise to their children is by watching
for the adult's emotional, impulsive reaction to
what the child is doing. When you tire annoyed
by the child, you can be pretty sure the child
wanted attention, \Nilo) you feel defeated, the
child wanted to show his power. IN hen you feel
hurt. Son only oblige the (hind ho wanted you
to f, el hurt. When you feel like throwing up

011r 111 I saying, "I don't know what to
do ss ith ou,- you do esactly what the child
wants, '1,,,ae me alone, yon can't do anything
to sir,..

Unless we lea: if the stimulations from within,
we have no influence on ()111. children. \l'e have
to kalii to `,1 l' the iron( udons ( aim( ity of chil-
dren s hid] we presently don l. realize. We

generatimi of frightened people in our personal
likes and particularly in our ft ritionships of inn
trial respect. We haven't !exited to do this,
therefore, .e have bodkin marriages. labor strife,
and facial strife, all hoar ewe hay( n't learned
to sith each other is opiak.

Nosy, the first thing 5ihich weSi probahly line
to do is to deselop a no picture of children.
Onr picture is completely mistaken and is tied
to it ith our mistaken ((incept of human being,

In th's century, only too of the most impor-
t utt discoserics were made said' sill change
mankind in the immediate font, Both were
node ,it the saute time and on ,r similar basis.

the first &sot\ not h .1r Until
to tidy the at Pi \l,is !,111,1111 st. insignificant
thing. and suddenly. cse discover the treinendens
pinser in this little at)iii.

'I be other discovcic is the dist ovt iy about the
po. r of Irian. Until [eolith.. man \sac consid-

(14



creel insignificant, like a kernel of sand on the
beach. And suddenly, we realize this tremendous
power that we all have without knowing it. Our
estimate is that we pnibably operate under only
I6 of our potential. 11'e have no ides about the
power which we have.

We admire nit ore's power, the huge water-
fall, sno -capped mountains. a raging thunder-
storm. They are all of nature. but no one is all
of nature in himself. We are the computer for
our brains, the only tomputer which is entirely
constricted for i gil Orant people.

We need ;I completely new idea of what our
children are like, One of my favorite eicamples
is the following:

Ilave yon ever seen an infant born to deaf
parents? It is a weird picture. If such au inf;dit
of six months cries. the tears stream down his
cheeks. the face is in grimaces. the whole body
shakes. but not one peep comes out of his mouth.

Bcc.ww the child fourd iiut that it
doesn't do any good. and no child will continue
anything which doesn't gut him what lie wants.

I became interested in the question: At what

15
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age does an infant of deaf parents realize that
the sound doesn't do any good? Students who
work with these infants told me that %.t takes a
normal inlet one to two months to find out that
the noise doesn't do any good. When the dill-
(ken gut older ztnd lose their temper, they stamp
their feet became that is the only way to make
the parents realize that they have a temper.

Everything that goes on in our families is

well designed by the children, lint ihey have no
idea of the (misc. The child doesn't know why
he does sr miething,. We have to help him under-
stand it, and sec have found a very definite way
we can confront children with their goals. If you
want to filu ,nt r.V to do it, you have to ac-
quaint yete if with this technique.

Mini fins the child, "Why do you do that?
Why a l v a study? Why do you misbehave?'"
Tlr child a a di't know it and we know that he
doesn't know it. but that his answer he
either, don t know,'' or sonic kind of ration-

\ heir "hut he says, see say, 'Would
con 11 I aal if l t 11 von what I think. why I think

liornld 3. Bow(' rs acrd 1:r#401



age does au infant of (leaf parents realize that
the salmi] doesii't do any good? Staidents
work with these infants told me that it takes a
normal infant one to two r»ontlis to find nut that
the hoist doesn't do geod. \\lien the chil-
dren get older and lose their teininr. they stamp
their feet because that is the only %viav to make
the parents realize that they have a temper.

Everything that goes on itr our fatuities is
15111 deNiLl,ned by the children. bat they have no
idea of the (-.arse. The child doesn't knots
he does something. 11'e Live to help loin under.
stand it, and Nee have tenni] a very definite way
we can confront children with their goals. If you
%emit to find out how to do it. %ocr have to ac-
quaint yourself %yid' this telinitple.

You first ask the child, "Why do you do that?
\\ley don't )nit study? clo you misbehave?"
The child doesn't know it and we know that he
doesn't know it. but that his answer will he
either, "1 don't know," or some kind of ration-
alization.

After we hear what lic says, we say, "NVould
you mind if I tell on what I think, %siliy I think

and Rudolf Drcikurs

yon are doing thiS?" ht raost cases the children
don't mind.

In this way, yu;i1 are preparing him for the
confrontation which always has to he in an
indirect You don't throw the eNplanation
of the goal at the child. you suggest it. 'Could
it be you wan, to keep mother-teacher busy?"
or -1)0, you want to show that they can't make

in or can't stop you?" "You want to show them
that in can burl them. get even with them?"
You scant to be left alone?"

This is the most powerful means to make a
child aware of his goals. actually, people can't
understand why children respond to explanations
which are Unpleasant iu such :1 puSitiVe Way.

You waist keep in mind that helping the child
understand the purpose of bis misbehavior is one
of the most enceuraging esperiences you can
provide for !dm. Why? 'Chi child, usually, when
he mishchaves, says, "I know I am Iazy. I am a
had bov." Ile is elan:al of him self. lie knows he
is nut doing sveli, but %vlait can lie do :limit it?
Telling him etc is aggressive, a dreamer, or lazy
will not help.

"Mc child beciiines aware of his power to
decide wheit yilif point cut to him, 'You stunt
to keep mother busy," or, -You Want to defeat
your teacher.- in this realization. life holds the
possilatity of an altcrn,tlivc. I Ic suddenly
realize, 1 don't have to continue it."

ror the first time the child becomes aware of
the Irclnendous power he has to tranipillate
d ilk. And u itLottl fighting him, one earl rceog-

»ire the power. One of the first things in that
power conflict is to admit you are stronger. Vie
teadic,r and pm( ills get mud] more prestige and
stalls by saying, 'Yon are touch too clever for
roc.' You defeat all Le is doing %%hen you don't
fight si.ith pin.

We have to 'cork on this whole question of
relatiouthio h(is %se treat children and how

treat adnits. Part of this is gaining of mutual
encouragement. At a sunum r workshop at the
1..'iliversity of Delvaare, I iisked the teachers.
"What do you cspecl to get out of this course?"
Their answer: 'What to do with the who
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doesn't behae." That same day I asked a group
of children, "What would you like to discuss?"
11a., answer was: -What to do with the teacher
who give' us a bit of "ork, but never keeps any
kind of an agreement, sao always makes his own
decisions?" The Sallie story on both sides.

Two of these boys complained about the
Radler who was very boring. You must keep in
mind the change in the relationship between
teacher and children. It was simple at one time

the teacher had to study to teach, and the
children had to learn. But it doesn't go any
more. When the teachers are boring, the chil-
dren refuse to learn.

I asked them, "Can't you perhaps talk with
the teacher? Perhaps he doesn't know what he
does or how you feel about it."

"Ile won't listen, or he might get angry."
It depends how you do it," I said. You might

do it in a nice ford, or you can ask him if he
would be willing to listen to what you have to
say.

They don't want to do it.
-But don't you want to help your teacher?"

I asked.
-1Ie is not our friend:. they answer,
They are willing to fight it out every day,

but not to help each other.
The first thing is to extricate ourselves from

the fights. The disturbed relationship is the
reason why the children don't behave and don't
function. Correcting the child will make the
relationship worse. \\'c operate under strange
principles. The less the child wants to learn, the
more unpleasant we 'liaise it for him.

Many teachers send love letters home. These
tell the parents that the child doesn't study,
doesn't take care of his belongings, is a day
dreamer, or whatever else he is. Why do teachers
send the love letters home? They seem so de-
feated 1 the child in their classroom that they
Want to mess it up for them in their home.

We have to learn to coma to cooperation. One
of the main things is discussion. The family can-
not operate autocratically any more, therefore,
the family becomes permissive. We must have
participation and decision-making on the part
of the family, children, and school.
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In the family, we need the family council
where drildren participate in discussions of the
problem. We need, in the classrooms, group
discussiou where we list thc Crst thinks when we
begin to listen to each other. In our society
nobody listens. As soon as somebody says some-
thing, yeu don't agree. 1.1111 begin to argue. The
same with Our families, and you find it is the
same in a school. There is no sense to talk at the
moment of conflicts because in the conflict situa-
tion, nobody listens. Before you talk with the
child, you have to make sure he wants to listen
which elimiutes 75'; of all talk in the family.
You only talk when something is wrong.

As long as you criticise, as long as you blame.
you undermine self-confidence and self-respect.
You have to get together to talk things over.
This is part of the revolution going on through-
out the whole world today, Out of this, we are
ILtving a democratic revolution.

This revolutim. has been compared with the
revolution of ISIS in Europe where, Gum one
country to the other, the revoluticm broke loose.
At that Erne, peodle were fighting for their
political freedom. The revolotions which vat
have are revolutions for participation and deci-
sion-making, but it has to he done in the family.

In the school. the teacher suffers for the suite
mistaken ideal, I raise the question: Ilow much
should one be permissive? flow much Shilluld
one be strict? 11 hen I'm asked. I idways say,
-Mat is better, to lie hanged or to be shoe
\Alien you are pnintiVe, you get rebellion. sdien
y011 are permissive, you gut anarchy.

When the to cher decides what to do, she is
an autocrat. If she lets the children decide. she
has L111.4 ray. We all have to participate in
decisions.

Our universities arc the victim of an auto-
( ratie, undemocratic organisation. The president
decides :what to do with the rebels, and the
rebels demand ss hat they should do. They don't
have a governing body composed of the repre-
sentative of trustees. They are participating in
what should be done. 11'e have to have this
demtxTatie participation in our home, school,
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In the family, we need the family council
where children participate in discussions if the
problem. \Ve need, in the classrooms, group
discussion where we list the first thin,4,
begin to listen to each other. In our society
nobody listens. As soon as somebody says some-
thing, you don't agree. You begin to :11 OW: The
Sa111(' With our families. :111(1 yon find it is the
saute in a school. There is no sense to talk at the
moment of (la:aids because in the conflict situa
tion.. nobody listens. Before you talk with the
child, you hay( 'to make suer he wants to listen
which eliminates 75", I if ;d1 talk in the family.
You only talk when s'ianuthing is wrong.

As long as on criticize, as long as you blame.
you undermine sett confidence and self-respect.
You have to get together to talk things over.
This is part of the revolution going on through-
out the whole v odd today, Out of this, we are
having a democrati revolution.

'this revolution has been compared with the
revolution of ISIS in Europe where, from one
country to the other, the revolution broke loose.
At that time, people were fighting for their
political freedom. The rev° Int ions which ve
have arc revelutions for participation and cleci-
sionanaking. lint it has to be clone in the family.

In the 50101:1, the teacher suffers for the same
mistaken ideal. I raise the question: HMV 1111:C11

5110111d one be permissive? Ibiw much should
one be strict? Illicit I m .,:skecl, I always say.
"Il'hat is better, to he hanged or to be shot?"
Illicit you are punitive, you get rebellion; when

ou are permissive, you gut anarchy.

\Ilan the teacher decides what to do, she is
:111 autocrat. If she lets the children decide, she
has anarchy. We ;di have to participate in
decisions,

Our Inas ersilies are the victim of :in ;.tuto-
cratic, 'inch rno,.ratic Ilk, president
decides Wh..t to 110 with thy rebels, and the
rebels demand what they should clo. They (twit
have a governing luKly (111111)0Sed of the repre-
sentative cf titistees. 1 hey are paiticipating in
what should be done. We have to have this
democratic paiticipation in our home, school,

onimunitr ;old industry. Ever.sssliere. \Ve can
:Mitt parents to be democratic. leaders. where
CLy neither 11!411t liar give in, but help to pril-

.11t0 eclat is good for all. NVe can train the
teachers to be democratic leaders.

1....ven those children who do study do it for
completer the wrong reason, nit because 1111'y
1.11f1/1" it, but be:111S(' they want to feel superior.

They go to high sc laud in order to get good
glades so they may go to college. \\hy do they
go to college? Because they want to get a
degree in circler to make more money. The Hid-
versifies are just as bankrupt as our schools,
because there is vcry little comparison between
th.' competition and the degree. \'e don't train
counselors or teachers [nerds to stimulate, we
train them to pass degrees. \Ve have to get out
of this ss hole atmosphere of fighting \deli each
other, of punishing each other in this competitive
strife. \Ve have to trail/ IhilUDIS and teachers in
the :111 of encouragement. syhich presupposes
losing this fear, this pessimism, a change of
relationship.

Now climes the strange thing. The process
I /f iillniri0,4(1111.'ia is eStrUnillly and GM'

has to learn this :111. In the last :111:11UsiS, \dallier
you encourage a child or not depends entirely
on him. 111 give oil an l':11111111': A (11i1(1 is

couyincrd 110 iS 11(' Can't learn. The
teacher is equally cons iticucl that he is not stupid.
If the teacher tiles to tell the child he is not
stupid and the child tries to tell him that lie is
ss ho ss ins trio'.' Always the Chilli.

is 111.1t is supportive?
Stipp a dye is us-eiv thing ybicL agrees with what
the person says. 1 hreatening is uvers thing which
disagrees. This puts a peculiar light on the
process of supportive therapy. \\len you tell a
person. "l am slue can't do it, \t hen he is
cons meld he U.111.t, this is threatening. If you
tell a child \dm sas he is stupid, he is nut, he
\\lull( buy it. It is discottraging to him. First.
oti have to find nut how he came to the conch
soon, then show hina how to get out of it.

In the last analysis, it depends on the person.
and 1 will give you an example to show you the
complexities.
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Freda Von Beichman is a famous psychologist
in a famous mental hospital. She once presented
to the Nlayo Psychiatric Associatien, the following
example:

She had a heavy day at the office and as she
tried to close the office, a young girl came, a
schizophrenic girl. I don't know what the girl
did or what she said, but Freda Von Reiehman
lost her temper.

Freda was very upset. She had never treated
anybody like that, especially not a schizophrenic
girl who is not responsible and has a weak ego.
She spent a sleepless night feeling so bad be-
cause she became impatient with the girl.

The next morning, when she went to the
office Freda found a letter from this girl thanking
her profusely for what she had done. She said,
It seas the first time in a long time that some-

body treated use like a normal human being.-
I:eqi that-in mind when you are confronted

with the problems in the hospital or in the school.
We treat people with kid gloves on one side

and then with a stick in the other band, when
we should treat them like normal human beings,
and talk is ith them as we would with normal
human beings. Even psychotic patients are only
irrational as long as you fail to understand their
private logic. When you understand their private
logic, you can talk with them.

So we have to come to the conclusion that
the process of encouragement is very complex.
One has to devote time to it. Learn how to
reach the individual, how to instill in him the

realization of his worth, his respect for his own
ability, even though he may use his abilities in
a destructive way.

I am convinced that we have underrated the
intellectual capacity of our young children. lam
convinced that within the first ten years of their
Jives, all our children can learn what our college
graduates know today.

Why do our children have reading readiness
at the age of six? Because it is anticipated,
demanded of them. Some children decide to
learn earlier, and sonic children decide to learn
later.

We are now finding that about the right time
to teach children to lead and write is between
two-and-a-half and three years of age. The later
we start, the more difficult it is because the child
has settled down with the idea that he CM1.t do it.

\\'e have to tap these resources. Our revolu-
tion in the learning field will come When ice
catch up on the way little children learn before
they go to SCl/001, and how little they learn after.

With all these, we have a question of the
status of punishment, success and failure. The
little children learn without this concern. They
enjoy learning. We know how to promote clip fy-
limit of learning, but we don't practice it.

It will take considerable change in 'Dor human
relationship, in our competitive strife, behne we
ic ill actually be able to promote in all our chil-
dren this enjoyment of learning, the enjoyment
of tieing useful, and the enjoyment of doing the
right things. We hive to stop doing what we
are doing and that requires some kind of work.



Innovations In
Residential Care For
The Handicapped
Gerald R. Clark, M.D.

would like to talk about attitudinal harriers
toward retardation and about their history.
owe a great debt to Professor Itard bceau:w many
of the innovations in working with the retarded
were borrowed from him. Dr. Seguin borrowed
from him; Montessori borrowed from Seguin.
The first programs fur the retarded began in the
IS:50's. The Elwyn Institute was started about
that time and was called the Pennsylvania Train-
ing School for Feeble-Minded and Idiotic Chil-
dren, with a great big sign out in front with that
full title on it.

Back in the midISOOs, they thought feeble
mindedness could be cured. The quality of Care.
the programs in vocational training. the humani-
tarian attitudo. and the level of quality of many
of the institutions in this commy were superior
to many private and state institutions today.

I think shat happens in institutions is a
reflection of tiw attitudes of the community.
About the turn of the century, people became
concerned about the dangers of inheriting feeble-
mindedness ancl it process of degradation assi).
dated svith that. The institutions became
crowded with the severe and profoundly re-
tarded. It was thought that steal/idiom segre-
gation and separation from this community were
the things indicated, and most of our state insti-
tutions built annnul the turn of the century were
placed far scut in the country or were spread out
so that no one area of the state Was left out.

We began to get a little science in this field
when Dr. lienet developed a test in 1905 for the
placing of students in Paris schools. ilowever,
it was used for Awl digs, and I think it has
been greatly misused. In 1922 Dr. 'Ferman at
Stanford University wrote a book called the
3feaiurement of inftliigcnce in which he said
those individuals with an IQ score of 70 or below

50

should be classified as feebleminded, those with
IQ's between 70 and 50 should be called morons,
those with an IQ of 50 to 0, imbeciles, and those
with an IQ of 20 or below, idiots. To a large
esaent, this was pretty much accepted without
much discussion and commonly used as a basis
for ildmission of children and adults to state
hospitals or special classes in the public school
system, The educators, of course, changed the
term -moron" to "educable, and the term "im-
becile" to "trainable."

In those di' crime and keble-mindedneSi
were linked together. It is hard to realize that
only 50 or 60 years ago it was thought that
people cenilllided crimes or robberies because
they were feeble-minci...d. They actually used
this TQ test to test prisoners befoce World 'War
1, and according to the test, surely they seemed
feeble- minded.

During Vs'odd Al'ar I they used the test to
test officers and nu, to their surprise they
found that about a quarter to a third of them
were retarded. Since people were patriotic even
in those days, they changed the test. After that
when they tested the prisoners, they found that
there v.aS no appreciable difference bits...Lien the
IQ of the prisoners and the general public. Nlaily
people have this old attitude that lingers on

A little more tolerance for the rtiti de-
veloped after some of The studies on the Julies
and the fiallil;aks were re-evaluated and Minn'
Of the eOniellisloris Were discredited.

The first institution for the retarded was
started in Massacl [melts in ISIS by a Dr. Samuel
Howell and later was named the Dr. 'alter E.
rernald State School and Hospital. A strung
minded Mdividnal, Dr. Fernald made a studs-
after World War I 1f crime and social chaos
problems created in the community itv patients
who had escaped {non the school or were re-
luctantly released after ads, ice to the families.
To his anti/meld he found that he was wrong.
Instead of being involved in crone and prosti-
tution. the majority of them were working and
snaking a good adjustment, ills study was dupli-
cated in other places in Nets- You-k State. the
findings gradually leading to a period of more
totem rice.
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shiadd be classified as feehlemindcd, those with
IQ's het \Veen 70 and 50 should lie called morons,
those with an IQ of 50 to '30, imbeciles, and those
with an IQ of :20 or 'reline, idiots. To a large
eStellt, this was pretty much accepted without
moth discussion and commonly used as a basis
for admission of children and adults to state
hospitals or special classes 11) the plItqle school
sc SteIll. The educators, of course, changed the
term "moron" to "educable' ", and the 'term "im-
becile" to "trainable."

In those days crime and feeble - mindedness
were linked together. It is hard to realize that
only 50 or 60 years ago it was thought that
pc.ople committed crimes or robberies because
they were feebleor hided. They actually used
this IQ test to test prisoners before World War
I, and according to the test. surely they seemed
feeble-minded.

During World War I they used the test to
test officers anti men, and to their surprise they
found that about a quarter to a third of them
were retarded. Since poip/c were ',Arlene eVell

those days, they changed the test. After that
\diet) they tested the prisoners, they found that
then 11,1S no appreCil/ble difference 1)(1111:C11 the
1Q of the prisoners and the genet-al public, Many
people base this Iii attitude that lingers in.

A Iitt/e more tolerance for the retarded de-
veloped after some of the studies on the Jukes
and the Vallikaks were re-evaluated some
of the conclusions were discredited.

the first institution for the retarded was
started in Nlassachusetts in ISIS by a Dr. Samuel
I It MV,1 and later was named the 1)r. Waiter E.
Fernald State School and Hospital. A strong-
minded individual, I)r. I...:ernalci made a study
after World Var I of crime and social chaos
problems created in the community by patients
%dm bad ese,.ped [ruin the school or were re-
111CtarlOy released after advice to the families.
To his amazement he foetid that he was wrong.
Instead of being involved iii crime and prosti-
tution, the majority of them were working and
narking a good :AM:lint:W. ills study was dupli-
cated in other places in New York State, the
findings gradually leading to a period of more
tolerance.

It was only during World War II with the
shortage of labor that it was recognized that the
handicapped could be trained and made good
workers. With the development of the National
Association for Retarded Children in 1950, some
of the stigma was eased, but much hangs on, and
probably is increasing in some ways. Although
the terms 'Moron," "imbecile," and "idiot" were
well accepted years ago, now they seem to have
a very 11111)k:1SM-it 0111110tati011. 1 think that
mental retardation will somewhere along the
line have to stop using them and come op with
some neW terMS. TOO long Kaye we.emyhasized
the negative. It is time to accentuate the poti-
tive. \ \'e should talk in terms of mental growth,
rather than the negative.

Changes at Elwyn
I would like to come back to some of my

personal eyeriences Elwyn, because in a
sense it is like many public and private institu-
tions in the country today. Less than ten years
ag,o, Elwyn was a IOCked, ellstodial institution.
The buildings were obsolete; they hadn't been
painted for 30-10 years; the ,grounds were littered
with trash; open incinerators were used The
inmates I call them inmates deliberately, he-
t:lust that is what they were had less freedom
than prisoners in a penitentiary, I think I can
say that thurt, wasn't any institution in the
United States that 'was any weirs(' than Elwyn.
Tht inmates were classified as morons, imbeciles

idiots, and these terms were used in dis-
g the individual or the child with the

All were called children regardless of
bey were considered incapable of doing

an img, and this was structured so as to reia-
force their dependence and their lack of ability.
Despite that, many of them worked 69 to SO
hours a week in a laundry or in a power pleat
1 IT in the dietary (kpartolcol, At that time there
wt re only 205 employees for o'er 1,050 residents.
There WaS little or no professional staff. There
Were 110 social workers There was one psy-
chologist with a Master s degree and one physi-
cian liteDSCd to practice medicine in the state.
There was no training program.
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There was a small education program for less
than 100 children, very academically oriented
and riot in any way oriented toward helping the
individual adjust personally or in the community.
It was controlled by physical punishment ridi-
cule, Irocpais haircuts, benchiag, solitary eon -
finenunt for periods up to soven or eight weeks.
I don't think the it tis.m was Mc) worse than
that in many institutions at that time. All mail
was censored, no phone calls were permitted.
Inmates were not permitted to go some fur
holidays or vacations. At the time, the institu-
tion was running at a yearly deficit cif $150,000
to $200,000,

About Sirc of the residents were state-sup-
ported, although Elywn is a non-profit, private
institution. The improvements that we have
made are the result primarily of changes in
attitude and method of operation and not pri-
marily by virtue of increased support. Even
today the institution functions at a per capita
which is about woo to $1,000 a year less than
the state schools and institutions in Pennsylvania.

After it was decided to make some changes,
one of the first things 1wo.e.) we did was to sit
around a table. It was the first time that litany
of the program people had met as a group in
years. We talked about some of the things that
should be done, some of the things that we could
do, because there was no new special staff. just
the employees who had been there. As we
talked, it came out that the north fire escapes
were locked, and these are multi-storied, wood
floor buildings. The/floors to the day rooms in
the dormitories were locked and seclusion rooms
inside the dormitories ski re locked. There were
times. s,:licu there wa'slii% an employee on the
floor ith a key, There 'sad been no fire and
safeyklrills since World War 11 because it was
felt !at this would prompt the children to set
fires. Some employees were eoll(lIlled about
this. and some thought with the limited staff this
was the only way to control the situation.

As we talked about the situation there seemed
to be a little gain in those who felt that seine-
thing should lie done. So, I said, at that point,
'It seems as though the majority is in favor of

5`2

making change. If you will hold thr
for just a minute, Ill ask the Illaintellai
to take the cores out of the locks to e,
mitory and every day room in the in.
This is exactly what I did.

I knew {nun experience that empIi0
continue to lock the doors if the cores
in from their own insecurity, their OWI !
habit. We went that aftur moil, wit;
preparation whatsoever, any 1-11-ilw
from a cimpletely custodial institution I

which the doors lu oozy cbrrimito,y
room for &Pal 1,000 individuals were
and have been unlocked since. Stan
employees felt there would in"onss r
1)oy and girl escapades difficulth
didn't realize that to the residents it nn
the staff was placing some degree of es
and trust in them, mid the residents teas
positively. Oar IlIllaWayS wens ChM
that, ill'eallSe there was no need to rill,
(sway. 1 don't know of any ineident
behavior of any individual who his
in the weeks immedi.itely following.

The important thing. of course. was li-
the locks off. The inmortant thilig was
employees could no longer regard (Le
as animals to br locked up and der
respeA and dignity and rights of a claim
had to kind of lock at than a little de
%VC also changed the (elm "children" to
We didn't use "patients- because tb w

notes a medical condition. There wilti
positive about -student." It was
brothers ,aul sisters at school. and it can
education ;raid training and relialtilitai
possible return to the community.

changed the title 'matron''

1-1-10111(1: it 11111C-hi wanier term is hid,
entirely different relationship. iliv,an

became "counselors.- It took the lympl .
looking dlr.,- the quarters or making
seeing that control is Ill i'ritairicd, to a
of working with and counseling, with r

th"1115. It is .11so a kind of iunhip.,,,ous tcri
allows the employees to !lav some sisal
of pride ,ind prestige iit what is a comp..
menial position. It is also a factor in 111
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making a change. If you will hold the meeting
for just a minute, Iii ask the maintenance force
to take the cores out of the locks to ever) dor-
Illitsiry and every day room in the institution."
This is exactly es hat I did.

I know from e\perieiiee that emphiyees would
continue to lock the doors if the cores were left
in from their own insecurity, their own force of
habit. 11-e went that afternoon. without any
preparation whatsoever, or any Prior thought,
from a completely custodial institution 6) One in
which the doors to every dormitory and day
room for over 1,1n° individuals wet: unlocked
and have been unlocked since. Nlany of the
employees felt there would be mass runaways,
1)04 and girl escapades and difficulties. They
didn't realize that to the residents it meant that
the ,taff was placing some degree of confidence
and trust in them, and the residents reacted very
positively. Our riinaways went diaVil just like
that, because there was no need to rebel, to run
away. I don't know of any incident of mis-
behavior of ;my individual who left his building
in the weeks immediate') folloFng.

The impcirtalit thing, of course, was not taking
the locks off. 'The important thing was that the
employees could no longer regard the in motes
as animals to be locked up and denied the
respect and dazality and rights of a citizen. They
had io kind of look at them a little differently.
We also changed the team -children- to students.
We didiCi. use "patients- lweause the word con-
notes ;I InCdkal condition. There was something
positive about -student.- It was akin to their
brothers and sisters it school, and it emphasizes.,
education and training and rehabilitation, and
possible return to the community.

We changed the title "matron- to "house--
mother,- a wanner term which connotes
;in entirely different relationship. The attendants
became -counselors.- It took the emphasis from
looking, after the (platters or making beds, or
seeing that control is maintained, to a concept
of working with and comiseling with the resi-
dents. It is also a kind of ;ambiguous term which
allows the employees to have some small degree
of pride and prestige in Mart is a comparatively
menial position. It is atal a factor in helping to

recruit and train ilulividuals. It is particularly
difficult, as you know, to get men to work in
residential institutions. It is much easier to get
women. For some of our programs we felt that
we ought to recruit Men.

We have emphasized that everyone employed
at the institution is a member of the treatment
team. It doesn't matter whether the employee is
a janitor a plumber, a secretary, a physician, a
psychiatrist, or a vocational counselor. If you
are going to gain their support and their morale
and if they :ire going to interact with other indi-
viduals and with the student, I think there is a
great deal to gain front this concept.

There is always a great deal of controversy
about the qualifications for the head of an insti-
tution. I don't think there is any profession or
group that has any divine prerogative for this.
I think you have to look ler an individual who
has administrative ability and knows how to get
peopl^ to work together effectively, and who can
ShOW prOfC;_S lona I leadership. Front that stand-
point, it doesn't matter what the individual's
background is, if lie his those characteristics.
So we tell the new employee when he is first
hired as a counselor that there is nothing to stop

n frown going all the way up to the top, even
to becoming the president.

I believe this very firmly. A.. Elwyn one of
the most capable individuals we have is a high
school graduate. Ten years ago he was working
as a clerk in the business office. lie is the most
valuable man in the entire institution, because
of the personal qualities he has, his administra-
tive abilities, and his ahility to give leadership.
At one time or another lie has headed up finance

:',..kidininistration, the personnel office and rtsidcn-
tial programs. I only regret that he isn't twins.

Nowadays )(to hear a go at deal about facili-
ties residential facilities and community facili-
ties -- and I think it is wrong. I think we should
be talking about program. Standards for facilities
are fine. but far more iTOpOItant are Standards
for program.

The Elwyn Program
We started a contract workshop. the first one

to be established in an institutional setting in a

ci



mental retardation facility. it was a terrific
success Residents got a charge Iron) seeing what
they could do in comparison with the fellow
sitting nest to thelll, a11d compared to what they
did last week. The little money earned meant
a great deal. Our workshop program expanded
and at the present time we 'MVO 250 individuals
employed foil-time, eight hours a day, five days
a week. It is just one step in a broad range of
programs, but it is a good step on which to
begin, perhaps a step above arts and crafts or
occupational therapy. For many individuals who
have limn in the back wards or institutionalized
for years, its the place where you can begin to
motivate.

\ \'e kid one Yining lady who was described
IS severely retarded and was so feeble she had
to be helped to the contract workshop. She was
06 years of age, After about a week or ten days
she was so enthused about what she was doing
in the vorkshop that she could make it over a
couple of hundred yards to the kidding tinder
her own steam. She worked in that contract
workshop until she was OS when additional
physical infirmities meant that she had to stop.
lien, was an individual described in the charts
as severely retarded, needing lifelong custodial
care. About a year and a half ago she celebrated
her 100th birthday. 1 said. "Carrie, what do you
want for yOlar birthday?" She said. "I would like
some ice cream, and 1 would like to watch the
late shows on TV.'' I said, -Is there anything
else, Carrie?" She said, 1 would like to go to
Atlantic City." 1 said, -Why would you like to
go to :Itlantic She 1 ". Id like 'to

go on the Boardwalk and maybe wade in the!,
ocean."

Nciw I ask you. do you feel that this woman
at 100 years of age, w ith these concepts, is
severely retarded, and that she bad to spend 57
scars in an institution? f don't, ft shows what
we have done by our attitudes, our feeling that
she was incapable. I haven't the slightest doubt
that givun teat opportunity for proper education
and social adiustment in a kw vars she could
have becn returned to the community S5 years
ago, and probably Wiadd have had gicat.great

r7U4

grandchildren by Ivor and Fin sure that they
would be normal.

We developed at work-study pn)grain, half a
day of iteademie program, half a day of voca-
tional training, fir teenagers. We went a step
farther Liiid decided we would accept individuals
from the community. \\'e had some reservation
idiont how the day students would mix with the
residential stnclents: these programs are also
coeducational, boys and girls. There was very
little, if any, prolilein, and it seemed to benefit
both the day students and the residential stu-
dents. The day students Were 1110 pOtC iial high
school dropouts in the public and parochial
schools. It started small with about 16 or 20 the
first year; today we have about 1.50 potential
high school dropouts transported in from 29
school districts in the area.

When this group first comes to Elywn, the
students enter a classroom which diiosn't look
like a classroom . no desks, no chairs. no hooks.
They are a little at it loss its to What to make
out of this situation ;Ind of course these indi-
x ideals who have chips on their shoulders are
hostile. The instructor asks them. "Well, what
did you expect? What do you want? What do
you expect to gut out of a program? What do
yon think should be done?" They become in-
volved talking among themselves, ihist like group
therapy. and without re,di/ing it, .ifter about two
weeks they began to in it line what they would
like to /earn. It changed their attitude emu-
'richly. Now we have 00 or more in the WOrk-

luly program. NVe have no problems with them,
110 Valldails111, no fights. The I my explanation I
have is that somehow we reached them and got
them interested in What they were doing. We
have some very clever people on sir staff who
are able to do this.

lice " gradually building lip a team
of viry competent pc"pie. Ve play down the

1,n1 11,01. to he Vtly earth)) of the
hardunitrz of the professional categories and
development of little empires in psychology or

Ice, Of medicine or education. We
blur the professional distinctions its much as we
con by haying physicians working in the educa-
tion training responsible to the
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grandchildren by' nose and rill sure that they
would be norma1.

NiVe developed a work-studv program, half a
day of academic prograin, half a day of voca-
tional training, for teenagers. NVe went a step
farther and decided we \\mild accept nabs-Murals
from tla,' community. \Ve had some reservation
about how the day students would mix ssith the
residential students: these programs are also
coeducational, bos ;Ind girls. There was very
little, if ;my, problem, ;Ind it seemed to benefit
both the day students and the residential stu-
dents. Ths day students were the potential high
school dropouts in the public and parochial
schools. It started small ss ith ;shout 16 or 20 the
first year; today we have about 150 potential
high seisms! dropouts transpsated in from 29
school districts in the area.

\\hen this group first comes to Ely-svo, the
students tinter a classroom sslsieli doesn't look
like a classroom no desks. no (hairs, no books.
They are a little ;It a loss as to what to make
out of this situation and of course these indi-
s kiwis \s ho have chips on their shoulders are
hostile. The instructor asks them. 'AVell. \\hat
did yon esperie What do yon \vane What do
1111 CNI)Cl't to gel out of a pl'Ograin? \\ hat do
you think should he thine?" They become in-
sulted talking among themselves, just like group
therapy. and svithout realizing it, after about tsso
weeks they began to outline what they would
like to learn. It changed their attitude com-
pletely. Now we have 200 or more in the Wcalh-
stinly program. We have no ps ()blunts with them,
no vandalism. no fights. The only explanation I
have is that somehow Teat heti theta and got
them interested in ss hat they \s ere doing, \Ve
have some sly clever people on our stall s !so
ore able to do this.

\Ve Bove been gradually building up a teal!)
SA a l,111puti nt people. We p! iy down the

disciplines. h eu have to be ce It' tart {Ill of the
hardening of the professional categi 'lies nd
development of little empires in psychology or
social witsite, er ineditine or education. \ \'c
blur the professional distinetions as much as \sic
can by having physicians working In the educa-
tion training department. responsible to the

psychologist in Charge. We transfer them from
time to time, too. Where we find that one group
or individuals are beginning to feel that this is
their prerogative, then we begin to bear dovaii
with them. We have a fundannmtal concept that
regardless of how capable an individual is and
how much ability he has, if he cannot function
as a member of the team he is a liability, rather
than an asset.

Although the contract workshop and the
work-study program were good, we needed some
realistic vocational training if we were to prepare
the individual to go out and live in the coin-
milky and support himself. Over a period of
time we built up 19 specific trade courses and
became a licensed trade school approved by the
State 1)epartment of Education. We prepare
for such occupations as dietary assistant, hospital
;side, beautician's helper, barber's helper, and
painter's helper. In business education we have
such courses as typing, key punch operation,
sewing nwehinr operators, baker's assistant.

We then started working ss ith sonic of the
individuals who had been in the institution for
years because they were orphans or abandoned.
After a period of work training assignment and
vocational trade, we asked them what they
wanted to do, rather than telling them. In the
community ssork program they have a full time
job in the community and use a taxi or train to
go batik and huth to work. When they come
back in the evening. we have group counseling
with them. If they demonstrate that they can
snake ;I SalisfaCtory adjustment, have over $500
in their savings aCC(11111t, take out health and
hospitalization insurance, join social clubs and
church, we will discharge then] to theinSelVes.
We bane discharged slyer 200. Their average
period of hospitalization was about 20 years.
One indisidnal had been in the institution 46
years.

We haunt that with proper training if they
lost a job they multi find ;mother on their own
and they could hold a job even during times of
generd unemployment. The demand for them
is quite good.

A number of these individuals had to arms



back for a short period. but none of them had to
return to an institution. All arc in the community
making a satisfactory culjnstment and supporting
themselves by work. It could cost society several
-hundred millions of dollars for this group alone
if they were to have lifelong custodial care. In
addition to the humanitarian aspects of it, we
also have to be aware of the economic aspects.
This is the thing that will make the public or the
legislators pay attention.

We were fortunate enough to receive a grant
fur a follow-up study with this particular group.
We followed up very closely how they were
doing in the community. We wanted them to
teach its what they needed to know, what skills
were essential for making it satisfactory adjust-
ment. With this feedback we began to program
these skills into the total curriculum. Our cur-
riculum is continually changing but we think is
much mon. relevant to the individual. This
means a great deal to the individual and it means
a great deal to his parents. Essentially, we arc
trying to train them so that they can go out in
the community and no longer be recognized as
"mentally retarded."

We also began to specialize a little mere in
education. We' believe in the principle of trying
new things, pilot projects, to keep up discussion
between die staff and to keep the staff on their
toes. A 01(1 program has been established for
pre-school children WhO Will tear"' ils. We have
set tip a pntgrain in special education with un-
graded classes and licensed as Elwyn School,
We set up a special program for brain-damaged
children for a couple of reasons: sic received a
categorical grant, and we Wallted to work With
these children who were so severely impaired,
immature, hyper-activO, or emotionally distolbCd
that they ecnildn't be accepted in the classroom
situatioo. We found that by working diem
in small groups of four to seven user a peeled of
a year or so many ef these children improved
enough to adjust in the classroom sitnation.

We have about 1.5(1 children in the Douglas
T. /),tvidson Program fur Brain Damaged Chil-
dren tt this time. They are bussed in limn '29
school districts in the circa and intermingled with

t.;

the residential youngsters. In addition
Langford School which is licensed
tionally and socially handicapped."
cently WE' established programs for Ili.
titans. handicapped \dui may or mas
functioning on a mentally retarded le.

We try to think in terms of the it
child and his specific needs and to !lava
range of programs to meet these 111T('
less than enthusiastic about professio:
nosis and categories. I believe it is ti
hang-up we have in the whole field. \
tremendous injustice by labeling a c.
or that. We have reached the point ss
ire not going to mention the term "in
tardation' al all unless we are completin
application and that is the only way vs..
funds. 1 would like to get away from
entirely and speak in terms of meld.:
and deselopment accentuating the pu

\Vt.' try to create a situcttion in V%

child :Ind his narents can have pride. .1

our students 11,Litielpate in graduation
ies. Several years ago the students ii
Wear caps and gowns and they made tl
It was an impressive ceremony. We t_
certificat.'s of :leach:Ink. completion \sir
a great deal to thew individuals.

We have also developed settliting
and miss. Elssyn Institute apparently
inure scouting units than any other lush
the world, We liave 33 scouting units
Packs, 11 Swat Troops, five Lupton r
Girl Scout Troops. An occasional inch
advanced to Eagle Scent.

We have so focused ni the individi
fur serbal or written communication
ignore ali the other cm:lilies their t

stability, their devttrity, their stills in
art and ss r il o them ,and ourselves a d
R t, mi. re shtsv to r cognise the need for
trAining. but We nosy hale N11.61111' '
thl,IL:2,1110;li the veal and adValliVd
thiLls at is an advantage for au instilutic,
a Loth sac ulfili,alion to king in some sti
ud sophistication.
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the residential youngsters, In adlition we have
Langford Sch;til which is licensed for "emo-
tionally and socially handicapped, More re-
cently we established programs for the percep-
tually hanchcapped who may or may not be
functioning on a mentally retarded level.

\\ t. try to thin' in terms of the individual
child and his specific needs and to have a broad
range of programs to meet these needs. I am
less than enthusiastic about professional diag,
nosis and categories. I believe it is the worst
hang-up we have in the whole field. 'We do a
tremendous injusticv by labeling a child this
or that. We have reached the point where we
are not piing to mention the term "mental re-
laratt ion" at all unless we are completing a grant
application and that is the only way we can get
funds. I would like to get away from the term
entirely and speak in terms of mental growth
and development, accentuating the positive.

We try to create a situation in which the
child and his parents can have pride. At age IS
our students participate in graduation ceremon-
ies. Several yeili-S ago the students decided to
wear caps and gowns and they made their own.
R Wit!: :in impressive (a:112111011y. We give them
certificates of academic oinpletion which mean
a great deal to these individuals.

We have also developed scouting activities
:111(1 now lacsn Institute apparently sponsors
inure scouting mils than any other institution in
the world, We have 2:3 scouting units two Cub
Packs, 11 Scoot Troup& five Explorer Posts, five
Girl Scant Troops. An occasional individual is
adsanccd to Eagle Scout.

\Ve have Si; focused on the individual's ability
for verbal or \\ Title]] communication that we
ignore all the other abilities their emotional
stability, their dexterity, their skills in music. and
art and we do them and ourselves .1 disscivice.
We \\ere close to recItgnize the need for inservice
training, bait we Dim' bare fnlltime programs
throughout the year and advanced courses.
think it is an advant.,ge for an institution to have
a college affdiation ti bring in sonic stimulation
and sophistic, tion.

Penn State University gives university courses
at Elwyn, allcl ice pay half the tuition for our
staff. Pimple front the community inay also
ennill. This winter there xvill be 12 different
courses width an employee can take at Elwyn
Institute.

We Ilan' sponsored workshops, featuring
national experts in the field, to bring something
de mantic :aid progressive into the environment.
1 think you have to do this if you are going to
avoid the pitfall of lifelong custodial care.

Research can also play a role and we have
horn int.( 41-ed in research with chromosomes,
ttith cleiinkronology (the study of tooth de-
formity I, brain damage, and behavior modifi-
cation.

These things are important, but you cannot
put Lou much emphasis on them. The main
thrust in this type of program has to be education
and training ;tnti rehabilitation. University affil-
iation and research help, but they must lte kept
in Oleic place. They are secondary. Medicine
and psyclii.itry are supportive, but aot the main
thrust.

You Ilaye 10 he micerned about the principle
of cost benefit. Psychiatrists have priced them-
selves out of range., and in not too sine that
they are always effective in die settings in which
swr use them. Recently scr

sh, 3.iteclbexfell.' have been
cry- fortunate fland have gotten some very com-

petent individuals at .1 fraCI1(111 of time cost a
psychiatrists.

One of our problems is facilities. Our build-
ings, built about the turn of the century, are
obsolete and not suitable for our type of pro-
gr,unining. We came up with a nosy one recently
and see now have 400 beds under construction.
Tin,. looms can be single or double-occupancy,
\Olt about 10 men sliming a batlinoin, ssitli
plenty of showers and toilet facilities, However,
1 don't scant to emphasize facilities. main
thrust is program.

hu .unimary, Elsty it Institute tt creatod in
response to community needs and attempts to
remain fl.1.11011Sive to the many changes in an
in reasiligly complex and complicated society-.
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To do this, Elwyn has established a broad range
Of services for the handicapped, emphasizing
mental growth and human development. The
speed of change in community needs and re-
sources has been unsettling. Today's innovation
can be tomorrow's standard procedure or .m
anachronism in the process of change and de-
velopment, To cope we must constantly chal-
lenge the effectiveness of our policies and pro-
grams. We must be open -u willing to
change, and constantly seeking inure effective
methods.

Colonel S. I, Stephan

Superintendent
Ohio Soldiers and Sailors Orphans Home
Xenia, Ohio
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The Ohio Soldiers and Sailors Orphans Ilome,
located in Greene County, is fur the children of
veterans of the State of Ohio. Our home is
celebrating its centennial this year. It NVaS

started in I569 by the Grand Army of the Re-
public. It became a state function in December
()I' 1569 and has remained such during these
hundred years. We are a state agency. Our
Board of Trustees, appointed by the governor
for five-year terms, h ,s the responsibility for
establishing policies in accordance with the state
code for the operation of the home.

We operate a school system, grades one
through twelve, haying both an academic de-
partment and a vocational departntent. Under
the state law, it is required that each child
graduating from the home be trained in both
these fields. A child entering the twelfth grade
spends hall a day it the academic department
and half a day in the vocational department.
The school is certified by the Department of Edu-
cation. Last year thirty-nine students were grad-
uated front our school. During the last five years,
twenty-five percent of the graduates continued
their education in colleges and technical schools
within Ohio. We operate an athletic program
and a junior ROTC program. We provide medi-
cal and dental facilities for our children. We
have a social service department which is respon-
sible for admissions and discharges. Also, in our
1101/1c We have what is referred to as community
projects for clubs, girl scouts, boy scouts and so
forth. We are a complete community within
ohrselves.

In the priblent areas, which We all have, svt
love a number of problems which I would like
to describe now. Thirty-five to forty-five percent
of our students ale behind in proper grade
placement. Of tonrse, we have e problem in
the area of adjustment. The children we rece:ve
at the home have many physical and health prob-
lems. This is taken care of Onotigh our facilities.
One of the preiblems that we are constantly
working on is an understanding on the part of
our employees of a child's deficiencies.

Under Title i we base realized that we



The Ohio Soldiers and Sailors Orphans Home,
located in Greene County, is for the children of
veterans of the State of Ohio. Our home is
celebrating its centennial this year. Jt was
started in 1S69 by the Grand Army of the Re-
public. It became a state function in December
of 1869 and has remained sods during these
hundred Tars. We arc a state agency. Our
Board of Trustees, appointed by the Pvcrhor
for five-year terms, has the responsibility for
establishing policies in accordance with the state
code for the operation of the home.

We operate it school system, grades one
through twelve, having both au academic de-
partment and a vocational department. Under
the state law, it is required that cadi child
graduating horn the home be trained in both
these fields. A child entering the twelfth grade
spends ball a day in the academic' department
and 11;11f a day in the vocational department.
The school is certified by the Departmept of Edu-
cation. Last year thirty-nine students were grad-
uated from our school. During the last five years,
twunt'-five percent of the g-aduaks confirmed
their education in colleges and technical schools
within Ohio. 11'e operate an athletic program
and a junior ROTC program. We provide medi-
cal and dental Liciliiies for our children. We
have a social service department which is respon-
sible for admissions and discharges. Also, in our
home we have what is referred to as community
projects for clubs, girl scouts, boy scouts and so
forth. We are a eiimprete community within
ourselves.

In the problem areas, which ire all have, we
Rave it number of pohlems which 1 %%mid like
to 0..scribe now. Thiny-five to forty-five ilea-sent
of our students are behind in proper grade
placement. Of course, we have a problem in
the area of adjustment- The children we receive
at the home have many physicist and health prob-
lems. This is taken care of through our facilities.
One of the problem that we are constantly.
working on is an understanding on the part of
our employees of a child's deficiencies.

Under Title 1 we have realized that while we

thought we were doing a good job there were
Mally things that could ho done that were not
being done. Title I has given ns an opportunity
to provide both an elementary and a secondary
reading program. It has provided us an oppor-
tunity to improve our math program. As an
example, we found in our vocational school that
a number of students are rot capable of really
understanding certain measurements, gauges,
and so forth. We had to institute a math program
in our vocational school. Through a survey we
alto fosmd that mir children were lacking in
certain refinements which a child would receive
in a normal home, such as how to prepare and
stave a meal. Under the Title I program we were
able to institute certain programs of this nature.
For the girls we established a Ionic mechanics
course.

11'e have been able to CX(1211(1 our stntnier
school program finder Title 1. The number of
children %%ha are behind in proper grade place-
ment sus decreased %%Tilt y-I1 VC percent and we
hive also been able to provide enrichment pro-
grams for certain children. 'We liave also been
able in the education field to provide our chil-
dren an oppirtunity to visit :Ind study at histori-
cal sites and certain cultural activities in Colum-
bus, Cincinnati, and other areas.

The big thing that we have been able to do
in the school area with Title I is individual
instruction, All of us in this room realize that
the children that we are dealing with greatly
need individual instruction. In the adjustment
area ire have found that we cannot get enough
individal and group indoctrination for ou chil-
dren Through certain agencies in our area sue
lane brought in people who have done a wonder-
ful job in counseling our children and helping
Olean solve some of their problems. To me this
is emu of the greatest things that has happened
in our Title I program.

In the physical problems area we were able
to establish a speech and hearing clinic. Nlany
of these problems were unknown to us prior to
the Title I program. Under the Title I program
and in a contract with an agency in Dayton,
Ohio, a professional surveyed all the children,
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As a result, at teat twenty children were en-
rolled in group therr.py in 1,oth speech and hear-
ing during the past year. We recently surveyed
all children agoin in preparing the program for
nest 'car. We line also been able to do a better
job in the eye clinic.

To further the understanding of a child's
proficiency we were able to establish seminars,
oft tILO campus and on the campus, ter our em-
ployees. In one program we sent our house
parents and other non - academic employees to
the University of North Carolina which has one
of the best child care counseling services for
group living. In the last two years we have sent
approximately ten people to 0 two-weeks course
and sumo to a month -long course at the uni-
versity.

In summary, what have been the results of
the Title 1 program at the Ohio Soldiers and
Sailors Orphans Home? We have been able to
have a better oppc)rtunity to serve the children
of veterans of the State of Ohio, to widen our
program, and to be of greater service in numbers
to those1St: Children who are so desperately in need
of proper training and education.

* * * V

Dr. Roger Gore

Tile I programs have been particularly val-
uable in the Department of Mental Ilygicne and
Correctional Institutions, Ten institutions are
participating in tie program. Five of these are
in the Department of Mental Retardation and
five are it. the Division of Mental Hygiene. My
experience with these programs goes hack to
1966 when I was a superintendent of the Col -

bus State Institute and I think we have seen great
strides made as a result of the services that have
been brought to the boys and girls in our institu-
tions for the mentally retarded. Previously exist-

programs have been extended and expanded
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in terms of their breadth. We have pee'
to bring new kinds of activities and dep.,
from the routine kinds 'if programs that
not have been possible without the assista:
Title I funds. We have had the opportur
bring new materials and new technicpwl
our curriculum. We have been alile to c!
instruction to those who were not
served. Partictilarl:- we had an entstancIM
portunity to devel,p a language devehq
program through the use of closed circuit,
vision, I might say in passing that I NVIIS!

very strong advocate of closed circuit teb."i
I had to be sold 011 this in the Very
but I became convinced after seeing the
circuit television in operatiou. Over the
of four years I have become convinced tb;
is a viry effective device in the teach)
children and I think without the assistar
Tice I funds we would not have been ar

accomplish this.

We have also been able to develop a
variety of inserviec programs for teacher
teacher aides, and this has been partic.
helpful in the expansion and extension
services to the children in institutions.

Thc projects that we have Seen deed
through the use of Title I funds are alma
numerous to mention. They include proje
home economics, music, physical develop
language development, community adjust
and socialization, life skills and prograr
social and vocational training. We have ;

grain in WhiCh We bring students to Corti
to gain experience in such ;telly-Ries as
shopping, attending movies, and riding i

Doing the kinds of things they would need
Or would want to do if they were Hying ;
community,

Title I funds helped to sponsor shelter v.
shops and a slilderness :0111ping activity tic
been developed in Ross County ry the Colin
State Institnte.

Ileilly NOlenin, nhe is our supcivi,,r
department, has called to my attention th
have had almost one nod in bait million
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in terms of their breadth. We li;tS'e been able
to bring new kinds of activities and departures
from the routine kinds of programs that would
not have been possible svithout the assistance of
Title I funds. We have had the opportunity to
bring new materials and new techniques into
our curriculum. XX..c have been able to expaad
instruction to those ss-ho svere not previously
served. Particularly we had an otitstdnding op-
portunity to develop a language development
program through the use of dosed circuit tele-
vision, I might say in passing that 1 was not a
very strong ;advocate of closed circuit television.
I had to be sold on this in the very beginning,
but I became convinced after seeing the closed
circuit television in operation. Over the period
Of four years I have become convinced that this
is a very effective device in the teaching of
children and 1 think without the itssishtnee of
Title I funds we would not have been able to
accomplish this

We have also been able to develop a snide
variety of inservice programs for teachers and
teacher aides, and this has been particularly'
helpful in the expansion and extension of our
services to the children in institutions.

The projects that we have seen developed
through the use of Title I funds are almost too
numerous to mention. They include projects in
home economics, music, physical development,
langnag development, community adjustment
and socialization, life skills and programs in
social and vi rational training. We have a pro-
gram in which we bring students to Columbus
to gain cap: rimer in such activities as going
shopping, attending movies, and riding buses.
Doing tl kinds of things they votdd need to do
or would v ant to do if they svere living in the
community,

Title I funds helped to sponsor shelter work-
shops and a wilderness camping activity that has
been developed hi floss County by the Co ImnIms
State Institute.

henry Norman, shin is our supervisor in our
department. has called to my attention that we
have 1, d almost one and a half million dollars

over a five-year period out of Title I funds for
the programs that arc serving about 1500 stu-
ck:las ss ho participate in these various projects.
Characteristic of federl funding as I imderstand
it, a great many projects that ss-ere started with
federal funds have been continued with state
hinds. 1 believe this is one of the important
'aloes of federal funding, that is, serving as seed
money to give us an opportunity to try sonic-
thing, nos- and then take it over as a state finan-
cial responsibility. 'fliis has happened in num-
ber of situations.

It needs to be emphasized that the responsi-
bility for the development of projects rests pri-
marily lvith the local agency, the local institution
or school board in the ease of public education.
The responsibility for coming up with ideas,
writing up a project and formulating plans to
evaluate tl,e project rests squarely on the indi-
viduals who are responsible for the care, treat-
ment, and training of the residents in our institu-
tions. The progress in meeting needs depends
upon the vision and initiative of the local educa-
tion authority and the state agency personnel, the
Superintendent, education director and other
members of the staff. 1 think it is primarily for
this reason this meeting was called to get all of
you here to hopefully infuse in you a kind of
new comprehension of your responsibility and
to provide some kind of motivation for you to
come up with some new ideas and expand your
Present programs.

* vi

Harold I. Bowers

.s;uincrous statutes of the State of Ohio re-
quire that the Department of Educatitm cooper-
ate with other state agencies and that those
agencies also ettoperate svith the Dcpartment.
Even svithout those statutes I tun sure we would
have the fine cooperative working relationship

G1



which 1 have had the pleasure to observe during
my 3 -1 years in (1w Department.

It is gratifying to hear the testimony that we
have heard this evening about what Title I funds
are doing for the youngsters in your institutions,
1 ;un sure you have read much of the criticism
that has been aimed at the use of Title I money
in the public schools througlamt the nation. I
don't believe it. Our job is to use that money to
make a difference in young people, to help them
to meet their needs and encourage them to learn
so that we can tons than out into the world or
back into society as self-sustaining individuals
and as better citizens than they were before

was thinking while 1 was listening to some
remarks ',are that if it weren't for the failures
of the public schools, some of you would be
without jobs. Especially in the institutional pro-
grams for delinquents and in others, you have
inherited the failures of public schools. \Ve are
using Title I money to develop many new pro-
grams in the public schools to do a better job
and relieve you of the responsibility of correcting
our errors.

We have heard a lot about the dropouts and
they become your problem too. I recall that
during the war years only -10 of every 100
youngsters who entered the first grade finished
high school 12 -ears later. That was of no
concern to anyone because the dropouts were
employable at that time. Today there has been
a sig»ifiemit change. I din sure it is not all due
to the fact that dropouts are unemployable now.
I think we have improved the holding power of
the schools by providing educational programs
which students can sec as valuable. This year
78 of every 100 youngsters completed high school.

We do have a munher of projects underway
which we think will do a great deal to help
improve the program of public schools. As on
know we are embarking upon the most massive
program of vocational education that we have
over experienced. A law was enacted which
required that all schools provide a vocational
educational program which will meet the Voca-
tional and occupational needs of all children,
We have had that law for four or five years.
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It was not effective because funds were not
available to do the job. just recently legislation
was enacted which required the enlargement of
school districts, and $75 million from State Issue
Number One money was allocated to vocational
education. I think these actions will mike a big
difference and ought to go far in helping solve
our dropout problem. 1 think the word dropout
is a misnomer. 1 think they are "letouts" or
Inishouts," Under the compulsory attendance
law in Ohio, youngsters ore required to remain
in school until they are 18 years old or until they
are 18 years old or until they are old enough to
get a work permit. However, when we release
them for a job, employers fail to notify school
authorities if the youngster loses dim first job.
Consequently they are never brought hack into
school. Schools ruake very little effort to bring
such youngsters back because 1 think they were
glad to he rid of them in the first place.

I was thinking of an experience I had with
a potential dropout some .10 years ago as a small
town superintendent. Ile was marking time
until he could leave school because be saw no
value to it. One day he gave the English teacher
a good cussing in class and she brought him
down to the office for disciplining. During the
interview he proceeded to get a little rough and
threaten me. So, 1 had to give him what the
Appalachians refer to as a good "whopping."
On the way home from school that evening he
told a bunch of y/Ringsters that SI )111edily he
would be big enough to lick that so and so. After
a few years went by, he dropped out of school,
developed into a six-1001:r weighing about 210
pounds, and worked part.tim with the village
blacksmith. One evening I answered a knock
at the door and he said would you' step out ou
die front porch a minute, That illCidCllt Hashed
back and 1 thought my time had conic. Sure
enough, li, said you remember when you beat
me up at school a couple of years ago. and 1

said yes. lIc said that was the reason Lc was
there. Ito added that he 11;0 joined the new
church across the street and was the Sunday
School superintendent. I said 1 was glad to heir
that. Ile said, -Since I g.14 religion I have
nothing but the love of God in ny beat t for my
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It was not effective because funds were not
available to do the fob. Just recently legislation
was enacted which required the enlargement of
school districts, :Ind $75 million from State Issue
Number One money WaS allocated to vocational
education. I think these actions will wake a big
differen;:e and ought to go far in helping solve
our dropout problem. I think the ward dropout
is a misnomer. I think they ere "letouts" or
"pushouts." Under the compulsory attendance
law in Ohio, young,sters are required to remain
in school until they are IS years old or until they
are IS years old or until they are old enough to
get a work permit, 110WeVer, When 'VC release
them for a job, emphiyers fail to notify school
authorities if the youngster loses that first job.
Consequently they are never brought hack into
school, Schools make very little effort to bring
such youngsters back because 1 think they were
glad to be rid of them in the first place.

I Was thinking of im experience I bad With
a potential dropout some .10 years ago as a sinall
town sliperintendent. Ile was marking time
until he (mulct leave school because be saw no
value to it. One day he gave the English teaeher
a good cussing in class and she brought him
down to the office fur disciplining. During the
interview he pr'ec'ede' to get a little rough and
threaten me, So, I had to give him what the
Appalachians refer to as a good -whopping."
On flit: Way hilltle from school that evening he
told a bunch of i,iingsters that someday he
would be big enough to lick dna Sit and so. After
a few years went by, he dropped out of school,
developed into a six-footer weighing about 210
pounds, and worked part-time with the village
blacksmith. One evening I iinswered a knock
at the door and he said would yon step out on
the front porch a minute. That incident flashed
back and 1 thought my time had (201110. Sure
enough, he said you remember when you beat
me up at school a couple of years ago. and I
said yes. lie said that was the reason 'IC was
there ife added that he ILA joined the new
clpoch across the street and seas the Sunday
School superintendent. I said I was glad to hear
that. Ile said, 'Since I got religion I have
nothing but the love of Cod in my heart for my

fellow man and I just came to beg, your forgive-
ness for holding inning' against you for so long."
Ohvious/y I was quite thankful that he had
gotten rdigion.

Sinne of the new projects or new programs
that we are developing in the Department of
Education are in family living or sex education.
'foil may remember we made some reference to
sex education in the elementary school standards
and about 200 people swarmed into the State
Board meeting to protest. It reminded me of a
remark that Jack Benny made. Asked what he
thought about sex education in the schools
Benny said, 'AVell, haven't we Ldways had it?"
Nu, its relatively new. Well, we had it in school
when I was a boy but see called it recess.

The other new prograins are Consumer Eco-
nomics. the Right To Bead Program, which yo
have heard a hit about, Ellvironmental Studies,
and we are just developing a new program in
Drag Ed«cation, Nt'hein I came to die lkipart-
ment in 1936 in charge of teacher education and
certification most of my time was taken up
interviewing people. Attorneys, engineers, you
name it, they were begging for employment in
teaching, Remember in 1936 we were at the tag
end of a depression. There was little else to do
and everyone wanted to teach school. In a
couple years the nation began tooling up for
World War II and the industrial activity from
then cm testa to the present time has caused an
acute teacher shortage. Up until this year. This
year for the first time since 1936, people are
coming to the department begging for oppor-
tunities to teach. Which means that not only
have we increased the supply of teachers but
also the recession is having its effect and many
who left the classrooms are seeking to come back,
This ought to help improve education too.

Incidentally. that completes the cycle through
whirl] edlication passes, from an Over 5111111Y to
shortage and buck to ;In user supply, So, since
the merry-go-round has cmepleted its cycle, 1 am
going to get off where I got on and retire in
September, As l loo); over the program and as
111,111y Of you have remarked, it is a very chal-
lenging one. Ion have recruited a very out-
standing staff to assist you in thus prcgrain.

r)0



Dunk/ It'. Johnsen

When I beemne director of the Ohio Youth
Commission five yens ago our staff set about to
enrich its staff and its program. Our greatest
acceleration was made in sour educational pro-
gram. Five years ago we leul five accredited
schools in our SyStCin; we 110W have nine. There
are over 210 certified teachers in our junior and
senior high school curriculum.

From 1965 to 1967 we operated a basic edu-
cational pnigraill. We found t's;st there was
something lacking in this program. By June 30
of this year we will have received in the excess
of 3,500 delinquent boys and girls. In our testing
process at our Juvenile Diagnostic Center we
find that the majority of these children are un-
derachievers or educationally handicapped in
that they do not meet their age or their grade
level at the time we receive them. Some are as
much as two years behind their age group. Edu-
cation as usual did not reach the majority of
these children and we were so grateful when
in 1967 we had the opportunity to participate in
a federal grant which gave us the enrichment
that we so desperately needed. In the summer
of 1967, T30 children of the Youth Commission
gained skills through nine centers of commun'ty
skills improeement. And this program has grown.
In the school year September 1969-1970, 1,100
of our children will be beneficiaries of this pro-
gram. Our evaluative clearly indicates a most
encouraging sign. The growth of these children
is really amazing.

Approximately a year ago State Senators
Ralph Regula and Oliver Ocasek, known for
their abiding interest in education, visited our

high school at the Fairfield School for Boys and
for the first time became aware of this program.
1 was contacted by Senator Regula and was
instructed in fact that we should let this program
he known to the public. We immediately pre-
pared some news releases and pamphlets to let
the public know what was being done.

We have been able to add to our system, by
reason of this program, a school psychologist,
counselors, specialized teachers and a pair of
professional educational aides. Without this
federal assistance our budget would not permit
the addition of this type of staff. We are so
grateful for the increasing assistance we are now
receiving.

We are also adding some new techniques and
ideas by reason of this program. Only a few
months ago at our Isigh school at Fairfield School
for Boys a program called Nature Study was
added. 'f you have visited that school, you have
seen its beautiful setting in the Hocking Hills.
In the center of the campus is a beautiful valley.
Our science coordinator at the school had the
germ of the idea for a nature trail where is study
is made not only of science but of nature itself
and the animal life in that valley. Our boys are
asking to get into that program and we think
that the impact will be tremendous.

This summer we expect to have an intensive
inservice and staff development ptssguatn to
deVehy new specialized curriculum. We are
introducing video tape and closed circuit tele-
vision Its Cleveland, where so many of our boys
;slid girls cow Lams. we have started a pilot
program in which a counselor is employed to
ease the transition for children retorning to the
public schools. In time we hope to have coun-
selors of this type participating in each of the
major cities so that most 4)1 these children will
have a better opportunity of completing their
public school education.
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